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Chapter 1, 

Introduction 

1* The greatest and most significant achievement 

in experimental psychology in the past three decades has 

been the development of mental tests where-by native in

telligence, capacity, or endowment may he measured and 

used as a reliable criterion in providing for individual 

differences „ abilit ies,,  and aptitudes •. Mental tests are 

used not only by the school administrator, but they are 

used very effectively by the social worker, the industrial 

manager, and the director of vocational guidance. 

The growth and development of intelligence test

ing has been phenomenal in the past decade» Every maga

zine, periodical or review, whether educational, scientif

ic, sociologieal,  industrial or vocational has i ts articles 

concerning the need, use, and value of intell igence test

ing. Thru the use of mental testing many perplexing prob

lems of the educator, the social worker, juvenile court of

ficers, state wardens, and physicians have been solved on 

a. scientific basis. Altho valuable results have already 

been achieved thru intelligence testing, the day is just 

dawning when the real significance of the careful measure

ment of intelligence will be realized by the educational, 



social,  and industrial world. 

After years of experimentation and mental diag

noses, psychologists agree with Stern, that "Intelligence 

is a general capacity of an individual consciously to ad

just his thinking to new requirements: i t  is general mental 

adaptation to new p roblems- and conditions of l ife"' .  Binet 

after years of experimentation was lead to say:, "It  seems 

to us that intelligence is; a fundamental faculty, the al

teration or the lack of which is of the utmost importance 

for practical l ife. This faculty is judgment, otherwise 

called good sense, initiative, the faculty of adapting one's 

self to circumstances." Intelligence is a composit thing 

sonsisting of many s pecific intelligences. In diagnosing 

intelligence one discovers its various types and functions 

existing in different degrees and qualities. The chief ac

tivities of intelligence are judgment, comprehension, reason

ing, and memory. This diagnosing of the various aspects of 

intelligence is of all  importance to an individual in know-

in what type of vocation, profession, or intellectual activ

ity he can best succeed. 

Our present stage of achievement in mental test

ing represents the results of a vast amount of work done in 

the psychological laboratories since the time of Sir Francis 

Galton. As early as 1877 he suggested the use of the reac



t ion experiment for the diagnosis of temperament. In con

nection with anthropological measurements of weight, height, 

eye-color, and the l ike, he further developed a number of 

simple tests which he hoped would make it  possible to "ob

tain a general knowledge of the capacities of a man by sink

ing shafts,  as it  were, at a few critical points". 

In the early nineties mental tests came into 

prominence in America. Interest first centered in the ques

tion of the relation of mental to physical variations, in 

the determination of the range and the type of mental varia
tion, and in the problems of class and child psychology. 

The tests given resembled those used by the psychologists in 

the investigation of the simple r  mental processes. 

In Germany, a few years later,  similar tests were 

developed for the diagnosis of insanity and for the analysis 

of the abnormal mind. 

In France at approximately the same time as in 

America, interest in individual p3 vchology lead to the forma

tion of tests of a different kind* Alfred Binet and his 

followers came to believe that intelligence could not be de

termined as well by tests used to discriminate sensory abili

ty,,  as by the tests of the higher functions of intelligence, 

such as imagination, comprehension, suggestibility, judg

ment, and reason. The first mental tests were concerned 

with the measurement of the specific faculties of intelli



gence. They were strictly tests of the different mental pro

cesses or of the different states of consciousness. They 

tested the various motor and sensory capacities for atten

tion and perception, for association, and for suggestibil

ity, for imagination and invention, and for memory and learn

ings 

Today, we do not believe that intelligence is a 

clean-cut mental phenomenon, and that i t  can be measured 

by measuring any one of i ts various aspects. Intelligence, 

rather, is a very complex phenomena consisting of many spec

ial functions and specific intelligences, all  of which must 

be measured in order to get a reliable estimate of the in

tell igence of an individual. It  was Alfred Binet, the great 

French psychologist,  who first realized this fact that in

telligence could not be measured by a single mental test 

that tested only one of i ts aspects, but that i t  cauld be 

measured adequately only by the use of a series or group of 

intell igence tests which would check the functioning of all  

the various aspects of mentality. Any mental test to be re

liable must provide for wide range testing in which no single 

function of intelligence is omitted. Stern has v/ell  said 

that: "We must test the different phases of the activity of 

intell igence and seek to construct a general picture of the 

degree of intelligence fran the different results,  partially 

accordant, partially variant as they v/il l  be." It  was just 



this thing that Binet did when he gave us his scale which 

included tests to cover in general the chief psychological 

characterist ics that constitute general intelligence. 

In 1905 Binet in conjunction with Simon pub

lished the first series of the Binet-Simon tests, ,  the pur

pose of which was chiefly to detect mental sub normality • 

After further experimentation Binet and Simon came to the 

conclusion that tests could be devised which would not only 

measure mental deficiency but which could also be used to 

measure general intell igence. They therefore in 1908 pub

lished a definite graded scale for intelligence testing, 

which consisted of fifty-six tests,  which covered the ages 

of from three to twelve, inclusive. These tests were simple 

tasks such as the child might be expected to perform and 

were graded and grouped to suit the age of the child. 

In 1911 the authors published a revision of the 

1908 scale, in which so ne tests were entirely changed, while 

others were only redistributed. The scale has been widely 

used thruout Europe and America, and has received the atten

tion of the foremost psychologists who have made no teworthy 

revisions and adaptations of i t .  

The first American revision was published by God-

dard in 1911, entit led: "The Binet-Simon Measuring Scale of 

Intelligence,Revised.M  In 1913 a very excellent translat

ion of the scale from the French was made by Dr.Town. In 



recent years valuable adaptations of the scale have been 

made by Kuhlmann, Schwegler, Wall in, Winch, and Terman. 

Since its publication, the Binet-Scale has been 

keenly diagnosed and criticised, resulting in a more accur

ate placing of the tests in the scale, and a more accurate 

evaluation of the responses made by the child. The two lat

est and best revisions of the scale are the Stanford Revis

ion and Extension of the Binet Scale by Terman in 1916 and 

the Point Scale by Yerkes, Bridges, and Hardwick in 1914. 

The Stanford Revision uses the same classification of tests 

according to age, v;i  th an addition of certain tests to those 

originally used by Binet.  I ts chief value cnnsists of the 

intelligence quotient as the index of mentality. 

The Yerkes Point Scale discards the grouping of 

tests according to age„ and adopts a system of scoring by 

the use of points for each response. Instead of expressing 

the results of the test in terms of the intelligence quo

t ient,  Yerkes proposed the coefficient of mental ability, 

which is the ratio of the score made to the average score 

for a child of the age of the individual examined. 

2. Two types of intelligence tests exist today—one type 

testing strictly intellectual function, the other testing 

motor function. Each of these tests has a significant role 

in the field of mental testing. This is unquestionable, 



for no one doubts, today, that there are two types of 

people as to intellectual function—-those who are idea 

minded or think in terms of symbols, and those who are 

motor minded or who think best in terms of motor function 

or performance. Each type of intelligence can be adequate

ly measured only by those mental tests adapted toi i t .  

The chief criticism of the Binet Scale has been 

that i t  measured intelligence in terms of language func

tion alone. Ayres has said:.  "The tests predominantly re

flect the child's ability to use words fluently, and only 

in a small measure his abili ty to do acts." Tests of this 

type cannot be used with the foreign child, the speech de

fective, the deaf child,,  and other children with language 

handicaps. To meet this situation the form—board or vari

ous performance tests have been devised. The essential 

characteristic of these tests is that they require no kind 

of language response in order to be passed successfully. 

The form-board test was first used by Seguin as 

a means of training feeble-minded children. Doctors Healy 

and Goddard have also used i t  with success in testing juve

nile delinquents and mental defectives. All those who know 

best recommend i t  highly for measuring the complexity of 

the mental processes. Jones used i t  to determine learning 

capacity and speaks of i t  as "a very good test of native 

ability, ." Norsworthy claims that i t  has diagnostic value 



8 .  

and measures to a certain extent the ability to deal quick

ly and well with a new s ituation, Witmer states that "the 

form-tford is one of the best tests rapidly to distinguish 

between the feeble-minded and the normal child, Goddard 

says; "We have in our laboratory no other test that shows 

us so much about a child*s condition in so short a time." 

Other form-board tests that have been success

fully used are: the Knok Cube tests,  the Healy tests,  and 

the Pintner-Patterson tests.  

Today, then, we have two types of mental tests; 

f irst,  those which measure intellectual ability in terms of 

language response, best i l lustrated by the Binet-Scale and 

i ts various adaptations; and second, those which measure 

intelligence thru certain performance tests.  Both of these 

are of value to mental testers, and each may be successfully 

used as a check upon the other. 

3, Until very recently the Stanford Revision and the Yerkes 

Point Scale were the chief tests used for mental testing in 

America. During the recent European war there arose a great 

need for a type of test that could be given to a large number 

of men at the same time. A t est was. ne ed that would group 

men according to their intelligence, and at the same time 

could be given to large numbers of men by a single experi-

mentator. - T o meet this need the Army A lpha Test was devised 
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and given to over a million and three fourths soldiers. 

This was the first attempt at group testing. The success 

of the experiment was so remarkable, that educators have 

used the same principle in devising group tests for school 

purposes* 

A. large number of school group tests have al

ready been produced, chief of which are; the Otis General 

Intell igence test,  the Standard, the Terman Group, and the 

National Intelligence Tests, The latter test which consists 

of two forms, Scale A, and Scale B was prepared under the 

auspices of the National Research Council,  and is a revis

ion of the Army Intelligence test adapted to school purpos

es, Other tests are the Dearborn Group, the Mentimeter, by 

Trabue and Trowbridge, and the Myers Mental Measure, At 

this time there is not enough data to ascertain which of the 

tests is the best for school administrators. Only by wise 

use can the specific merits and defects of the different 

tests be shown. 

The problem of this thesis is to determine the re

liability and value of the Otis Group test as a supervisory 

device. And if  i t  can be shown that such group tests can 

be used successfully in groiping children according to men

tality, the school supervisor need no longer depend entire

ly on the individual mental test in classifying children. 



Altho the latter is the most accurate mental test ,  and has 

been used successfully in classifying school systems; yet 

i t  requires a great amount of time and money expenditure 

in i ts administration in large school systems. As group 

tests become perfected they will largely take the place of 

the individual tests where large numbers are to be tested. 

Yet they can never be substituted for the individual test 

in those cases in which fine point testing is desired. 

For all  institutional cases, mental defectives, subnorm

al and retarded children, individual delinquents, and for 

specially gifted children the individual test will give a 

more accurate, clearer picture of the general intelligence 

of the subject than the gro/up test can possibly give. In 

all  cases in which careful mental diagnoses are necessary, 

the individual test is the only test that can be used with 

any degree of accuracy. But for the ordinary problems of 

grade placement and promotion, where the need of testing 

is more for the grouping of children of similar mental 

abili ty, than i t  is to determine the specific degree of 

individual intelligence, the graup test may be used as suc

cessfully as the individual test.  In addition to being 

more economical both in the time and effort required in 

its.  administration, the group test has an added advantage 

over the individual test in that "children in school have 
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learned to work together, and some difficulties may be a-

voided which often arise when a child is taken out of a 

class and confronted, individually, by a strange- examiner.1 1  

For the timid child, for those having speech difficulties, 

and for those whose confidence is hard to secure, the 

group test will be a most satisfactory substitute for the 

Binet test which largely tests mental ability in terms of 

language function. 

The Otis Group Intelligence Scale was devised 

to measure the native mental ability of any individual, 

whether child or adult ,who has had the equivalent of three 

or four years of schooling* According to Terman "it  was 

the f irst scientifically grounded and satisfactory scale 

for testing subjects in groups". Thru this scale Dr.01is 

has done much to free intelligence tests frcm the influ

ence of the personal equation of the examiner. 

The Otis test cannot take the place of the Bi

net or other methods of individual examihation, for the 

two methods supplement each other* The group test will 

serve as a basis for theg general classification of chil

dren above the fourth grade, while the individual test will 

be necessary to place all  exceptional or puzzling cases* 

This thesis will show the value of the Otis test 

in classifying a public school system* 
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Examination Number. 

OTIS GROUP INTELLIGENCE SCALE 

Devised by ARTHUR S. OTIS 

ADVANCED EXAMINATION: FORM A 

Name 

Age last birthday .years. 
(Tell in figures) 

(First name, initial, and last name) 

Birthday. 

School. 

City.. 

(Month, day) 

Grade 

Date 
(Month, 

(Do not write below this line.) 

day, 
19. . . 

year) 

Remarks or Further Data 

10 

n 

12 

*3 

14 

15 
OGIS:A-5' 

Test Score 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

Total 
Score 

Norm 

IB 

PR 

Copyright, 1918, by Arthur S. Otis 
Copyright, 1919, by World Book C ompany 

Copyright in Great Britain 
All rights reserved 



TEST 1 

Following Directions 

A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z  

Sample problem: Write the fifth letter of the alphabet ( E ) 

Begin here: 
1. Do you understand that each letter is to be a capital made like printing and put 

in the parenthesis after the problem ? If so, write C in the parenthesis ( 
2. Will you remember not to ask any questions during the examination? If so, 

write Q ( 
3. Will you remember not to look toward the paper of any other pupil during the 

, examination ? If so, write L ( 
4. Will you remember not to turn over your booklet or any page of it at any time 

unless you are told to ? If so, write B ; if not, write N. 1 ( 

5. Write the letter O ( 
6. White the eighth letter of the alphabet ( 
7. Write the same letter that you were told to write in the fifth problem .....( 
8. Write the letter which follows the third letter of the alphabet ( 
9. Write the-letter which the letter L follows in the alphabet . ( 

10. If K comes after R in the alphabet, write K; if not, write R ( 
11. Suppose all the even numbered letters in the alphabet (that is, the 2d, 4th, 6th, 

etc.) were crossed out. The fifth letter left, not crossed out, would be what letter ?( 
12. Write the letter which follows the letter which comes next after B in the alphabet.( 
13. If E and F appear together in the alphabet, write E, unless T and Z also appear 

together in the alphabet, in which case write T instead ( 
14. Write the letter which is the third letter to the right of the letter which is midway 

between K and O ( 
15. Suppose that the first and second letters of the alphabet were interchanged, also 

the third and fourth, the fifth and sixth, etc. Write the letter which would then 
be the 14th letter in the alphabet ( 

16. A certain letter is the second letter to the left of another letter. This other letter 
is the fifth letter to the right of Q. What is the "certain letter " first mentioned?. . ( 

17. A certain letter is the fourth letter to the right of another letter. This other 
letter is midway between two other letters. One of these last two letters is next 
after E in the alphabet and the other is just before K in the alphabet. What is 
the "certain letter" first mentioned? ( 

18. If the letters in the word IF appear in the same order that they do in the alphabet 
and if the same is true of the letters in the word AN, write the letter Z. But if 
this is true of o nly one of t hese words, write the last letter of that word ( 

19. Find the letter which, in this sentence, appears a second time nearest the 
beginning. Write it, using a capital ( 

20. Find the two letters in the word AFTER which have just as many letters between 
them in the alphabet as in the word. Write the one of these two letters that comes 
first in the alphabet ( 

1 

2 

3 

4 
5 
6 

7 
8 

9 
10 

11 
12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

W 

18 

19 

20 

Score 



Samples: 

TEST 2 

Opposites 

up (short, down, small, low, young) 

hot (warm, ice, dark, cold, fire) 

DIRECTIONS. Look at the first word on each line, think what word means exactly the 
opposite of it, find that word among the five words in parenthesis on that line and draw 
a line under it. 

Begin here: 

i. east (north, west, south, pole, equator) i 

2. yes. (may-be, wrong, no, sure, nothing) 2 

3. top (bottom, side, cover, inside, feet) 3 

4. before (late, now, soon, when, after) 4 

5. difficult....... (hard, quick, soft, easy, common) 5 

6. friend (brother, acquaintance, enemy, wife, stranger).... 6 

7. succeed (win, decline, fail, accede, try) . 7 

8. command (officer, shout, order, obey, soldier) 8 

9. beautiful (crooked, handsome, old, ugly, dirty) 9 

10, brave (painful, fear, weak, stingy, cowardly) 10 

n. pride (sorrow, humility, miserable, conceit, proud) 11 

12. expand (burst, smaller, contract, vanish, stay) 12 

13. genuine (coarse, - counterfeit, adulterated, worthless, impure) 13 

14. help (person, work, push, give, hinder) 14 

15. love (like, anger, hate, strange, lover). 15 

16. graceful ..(rough, homely, miserable, awkward, stout) 16 

17. extravagant. ... (miser, humble, economical, poor, wasteful) 17 

18. cause (reason, because, origin, effect, why) 18 

19. abolish (alter, create, continue, destroy, change) 19 

20. loyal (treacherous, enemy, thief, coward, jealous) 20 

21. always ...(sometimes, often, occasionally, seldom, never).... 21 

22. fickle (silly, constant, stationary, solid, sober) 22 

23. therefore (since, why, may-be, there, cause) 23 

24. however....:.. (nevertheless, moreover, whether, even, never).... 24 

25. unless (and, therefore, however, also, ' if) 25 

Score 



TEST 3 

Samples 

Disarranged Sentences 

men money for work (true false) 

uphill rivers flow all (true false) 

ocean waves the has (true false) 

DIRECTIONS. The words on each line below make one sentence if put in order. If 
the sentence the words would make is true, underline the word true at the side of 
the page. If the sentence they would make is false, underline the word false. 

Begin here: 

I. eat grass cows (true false) 1 

2. sail ocean ships the on (true false) 2 

3- sun morning the the in sets (true false) 3 

4- trees birds nests the in build (true false) 4 

5- mountains live the in whales (true false) S 

6. comes Christmas a but year once (true false) 6 

7- float iron water on will (true false) 7 

8. days there in are week seven a (true false) 8 

9- usually are of made tables wood . . . . .  ( t r u e  false) 9 

IO. has short very a a neck giraffe (true false) 10 

I I .  cream ice children like most (true false) 11 

12. milk bees flowers gather the from (true false) 12 

13- obtained 'sea sugar from is water. (true false) 13 

14. fuel wood are coal and for burned (true false) 14 

I5- substances light lead gold and are very . . . . .  ( t r u e  false) 15 

16. rivers lakes and many desert has a (true false) 16 

17. moon earth the from feet twenty the is . . . . . .  ( t r u e  false) 17 

18. hump camel has a his a back on (true false) 18 

19. grow and apples ground oranges the in (true false) 19 

20. music fond people many" are of (true false) 20 

21. and eat good gold silver to are (true false) 21 

22. clouds rain sky from comes the the in . . . . . .  ( t r u e  false) 22 

23- mile a a a travel snail in can minute (true false) 23 

24. automobile pocket man his keeps a his in. , . . . . .  ( t r u e  false) 24 

25- vote persons twenty-one cannot under . . . . . .  ( t r u e  false) 25 

Right Wrong Score 



TEST 4 

Proverbs 

DIRECTIONS. Read each proverb, find the statement that explains it, and put the 
number of that statement in the parenthesis before the proverb. 

Proverbs {Group 1) 
( ) Make hay while the sun shines. 
( ) A drowning man will grasp at straws. 
( ) A stitch in time saves nine. 
{ ) Rats desert a sinking ship. 
( ) In a calm sea every man is a pilot. 
( ) Destroy the lion while it is young. 
( ) He who would eat the kernel must crack the nut. 
( ) One swallow does not make a summer. 
( ) People who live in glass houses must not throw stones. • 
( ) A mouse must not think to cast a shadow like an elephant. 

Statements to Explain Proverbs in Group 1 

1. It pays to attend to troubles before they get worse. 
2. Leadership is easy when all goes well. 
3. Make the best of your opportunities. 
4. Those who would reap rewards must work for them. 
5. It pays to do only one thing at a time. 
6. Desperate people cling to absurd hopes. 
7. False friends flee from us in disaster. 
8. Weed out bad habits before they are too firmly established. 
9. It is best to be silent when there is nothing to say. 

10. Those who have faults should not criticize others, 
n. Do not attempt the impossible. 
12. A single sign is not convincing. 

Proverbs ( Group 2) 
( ) Every rose has its thorn. 
( ) A tree is known by its fruits. 
( ) All is not gold that glitters. 
( ) Where there is much smoke there must be some fire. 
( ) No wind can do him good who steers for no port. 
( ) Plant the crab tree where you will, it will not bear sweet apples. 
( ) A bird in the hand is worth two in the bush. 
( ) Too many cooks spoil the broth. 
( ) Meddle not with dirt — some of it will stick to you. 
( ) It is a long road that has no turn. 

Statements to Explain Proverbs in Group 2 
1. Environment will not change one's nature. 
2. There is no happiness without its pain or sorrow. 
3. Appearances are often deceptive. 
4. It is better to be content with little than to gamble for more. 
5. One cannot have the same luck forever. 
6. No object can be attained without some sacrifice. 
7. Deeds show the man. 
8. We cannot help those who have no object in life. 
9. Suspicions usually have some basis. 

10. Association with evil is sure to leave its effect. 
11. Who undertakes too much accomplishes little. 
12. Division of responsibility brings poor results. 

Score 



TEST 5 

Arithmetic 

DIRECTIONS. Place the answer to each problem in the parenthesis after the problem. 
Do any figuring you wish on the margin of the page. 

1. If a boy had 10 cents and earned 5 c ents, how much money did he have 
then? ......( ) cents 1 

2. At 4 cents each, how much will 12 pencils cost? . ( ) cents 2 

3. If a man had $25 and spent $10, how much money did he have left?. . . ( ) dollars 3 

4. At 6 cents each, how many pencils can be bought for 48 cents ? ( ) pencils 4 

5. A boy spent 20 cents and then earned 30 cents. How much more 
money did he have than at first ? ( ) cents 5 

6. How far can a train go in 5 hours at the rate of 40 miles per hour ?....( ) miles 6 

7. How long will it take a glacier to move 1000 feet at the rate of 100 feet 
a year? v ( ) years 7 

8. If 2rjr yards of cloth cost 20 cents, what will 10 yards cost? . ( ) cents 8 

9. If 2 pencils cost 5 cents, how many pencils can be bought for 50 cents ?( ) pencils 9 

10. If a man walks east from his home 7 blocks and then walks west 4 blocks, 
how far is he from his home ? ( ) blocks 10 

n. If a boy can run at the rate of 5 feet in } of a second, how far can he 
run in 10 seconds? ( ) feet 11 

12. A ship has provisions enough to last a crew of 20 men 50 days. How 
long would they last a crew of 40 men? ( ) days 12 

13. One schoolroom has 7 rows of seats with "8 seats in each row, and 
another schoolroom has 6 rows of seats with 9 seats in each row. How 
many more seats does one room have than the other? ( ) seats 13 

14. If 10 boxes full of oranges weigh 500 pounds, and each box when 
empty weighs 5 pounds, what do all the oranges weigh? ( ) pounds 14 

15. Town X is 30 miles north of Town Y. Town Y is 15 miles north of 
Town Z. How far is Town Z from Town X? ( ) miles 15 

16. If 3? yards of c loth cost 70 cents, what will 2\ yards cost? ( ) cents 16 

17. If a strip of cloth 36 inches long will shrink to 33 inches when washed, 
how long will a 48-inch strip be after shrinking? ( ) inches 17 

18. If Frank can ride a bicycle 300 feet while George runs 200 feet, how 
far can Frank ride while George runs 300 feet? ( ) feet 18 

19. A hotel serves a mixture of 3 parts cream and 2 parts milk. How 
many pints of cream will it take to make 25 pints of the mixture? ( ) pints 19 

20. If a wire 20 inches long is to be cut so that one piece is f- as long as the 
other piece, how long must the longest piece be ? ( ) inches 20 

Score 



TEST 6 

Geometric Figures 

1 DIRECTIONS. Each problem asks 
a question, that is answered by a 
number. Write the answer to 
each problem in the parenthesis 
after the statement of the prob
lem. 

Sample problem : Fig. I Fig. II 

Look at Fig. I. What number is in the circle but not in the rectangle? ( 1 ) 

10. 

n. 
1 2 .  

14. 
15-
l6. 

17. 
18. 

19. 
20. 

What number in Fig. I is in the rectangle but not in the circle? . 
What number in Fig. I is in both the rectangle and the circle ? 
Look at Fig. II (at the right). What number is in the rectangle but not in the circle 
nor in the triangle?.. 
What number in Fig. II is in the rectangle and in the triangle but not in the circle? 
(The remaining questions all refer to Fig. II.) 
What number is in the circle and in the rectangle and in the triangle? 
What is the smallest number that is in the triangle but not in the circle nor in the 
rectangle? 
What is the largest number that is in the circle but not in the triangle nor in the 
rectangle? if 
Write the number that is in the lowest space that is in the triangle and in the circle 
but not in the rectangle 
Find the geometrical figure (circle, triangle, or rectangle) that has the least number 
of sp aces in it. Write that number of s paces. 
How many spaces are there each of which is in all three geometric figures? 
How many spaces are there each of which is in one and only one geometric figure ?. . 
How many spaces are there each of which is in two and only two geometric figures ? 
We may say that space 12 is like space 3 because they are both in the circle and tri
angle but not in the rectangle. Any space is like another which is in exactly the 
same geometrical figures. Write the number of t he space which is like space 6 
Write the number of the space which is like space 1 
How many other spaces are there like space 9? 
There is no other space like space 5, so we may call space 5 unique (yuneek). Any 
space is unique which has no other space like it. Examine spaces 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 
and 13 in order until you find another unique space. Write its number 
How many unique spaces are there in Fig. II? 
What is the greatest number of unique spaces which it is possible to make by over
lapping a circle, triangle, and rectangle? (You may draw any figures you wish on 
the margin of this_ page) 
Also what is the least number of unique spaces possible ? 
What is the greatest number of s paces which it is possible to make by overlapping a 
circle, triangle, and rectangle ? ( 

) 1 
) 2 

) 3 
) 4 

) 5 

) 6 

) 7 

) 8 

) 9 
) 10 
) " 
) 12 

) 13 
) 14 
) i5 

) 16 
) W 

) 18 
) 19 

)  2 0  

Score, 



Samples: 

TEST 7 

Analogies 

toe: ( ? ) foot, knee, arm, shoe, nail finger: hand -

clothes: man 

tall: short — fat: ( ? ) man, wide, thin, boy, heavy 

f u r :  (  ?  )  . . . . . . .  c o a t ,  a n i m a l ,  h a i r ,  s k i n ,  c l o t h  

DIRECTIONS. The first sample means: Finger is to hand as toe is to what ? Underline the 
-word on each line that should go in the parenthesis in place of the question mark. 

Begin here: 

1. hand : arm — foot: ( ? ) 

2. peeling : banana — shell: ( ?)...... 

3. wool: sheep — feathers : ( ? ) 

4. coal: locomotive — ( ? ) : automobile 

5. man : woman — brother: ( ? ) 

.. . leg, toe, finger, wrist, elbow 1 

.. . skin, orange, egg, juice, ripe 2 

...pillow, rabbit, bird, goat, bed 3 

.. . motorcycle, smoke, wheels, gasoline, horn 4 

...daughter, sister, boy, mother, son 5 

6. automobile: wagon — motorcycle : ( ? ) . . walking, horse, buggy, train, bicycle . .. 

7. hospital: the sick — ( ? ) : criminals 

8. hat: head — thimble: ( ? ) 

9. captain: ship — mayor : ( ? ) 

10. better: good — worse: ( ? ) 

11. grass: cattle — bread: ( ? ) 

12. large: object — loud: ( ? ) 

13. king : kingdom — p resident: ( ? ) . . 

14. revolver : man — ( ? ) : bee 

15. egg : bird — ( ? ) : plant 

16. education: ignorance — ( ? ) : poverty 

17. circle: square — sphere: ( ? ) 

18. point: line — line: ( ? ) 

19. sanitation: disease — ( ? ): accident.. 

20. ordinary : exceptional — many : ( ? ) . 

21. sunlight: darkness— ( ? ) : stillness.. 

22. peninsula : land — ( ? ) : ocean 

23. ellipse: circle — ( ? ) : square 

24. violence: anger — ( ? ): love 

. .doctor, asylum, judge, prison, sentence . . 7 

. .finger, needle, thread, hand, sewing 8 

. . state, council, city, ship, boss 9 

. .very good, medium, bad, much worse, best 10 

..butter, flour, milk, man, horses 11 

..soft, small, heavy, weight, sound 12 

. .vice president, senate, republic, queen, democrat 13 

..wings, honey, flying, wax, sting 14 

..seed, shell, leaf, root, feathers 15 

..laziness, school, wealth, charity, teacher. 16 

..circumference, cube, round, corners, ball 17 

..surface, pencil, dot, curve, solid 18 

. .doctor, hospital, bandage, cleanliness, care 19 

. . all, none, few, common, more. 20 

..quiet, sound, dark, loud, moonlight 21 

..river, lake, cape, gulf, water 22 

..cube, curve, oval, circle, diamond 23 

. . caressing, hate, • temper, hope, happiness 24 

25. evolution: revolution — crawl:(? ) baby, floor, stand, run, hands and knees 25 

Score 



TEST S 

Similarities Test 
hat, collar, glove hand, cane, head, shoe, house 

Samples:' rose, daisy, violet bush, red, plant, bed, pansy 
desk, bed, chair book, table, floor, pencil, coat 

DIRECTIONS. Find the way in which the first three things on a line are alike. Then 
look at the five other things on the same line and draw a line under the one that is 
most like the first three. 

paper, grass, soft, blue i 
tree, plum, juice, peel . 2 
handle, knife, fork, spoon 3 
doll, pig, feather, skin 4 
automobile, wheel, ocean, harness 5 

1. red, white, green.' rose, 
•2. apple, peach, pear seed, 
3. pan, bowl, basket pail, 
4. snake, cow, sparrow tree, 
5. ship, bicycle, carriage sail, 
6. cannon ball, wire, penny dollar bill, bone, string, pencil, key... 6 
7. president, captain, general ship, army, king, republic, soldier.... 7 
8. book, teacher, newspaper pencil, magazine, ink, card, box 8 
9. ax, knife, shears hammer, razor, hoe, rake, fork 9 

10. ivory, snow, milk butter, rain, cold, cotton, water 10 
11. day, say, gay night, said, joy, happy, lay 11 
12. nut, turnip, potato shell, tree, bush, milk, apple 12 
13. strong, bad, fast...- and, man, soon, round, come 13 
14. generous, kind, honest ..strong, selfish, wise, loyal, rich 14 
l S -  j°y, anger, fear habit, memory, hate, life, hearing.... 15 
Continue below in the same way. 
Sample: 

o o o X 

Score. 



TEST 9 

Narrative Completion 

DIRECTIONS. For each numbered blank in the story, choose the best word of the three 
in the list having the same number as the blank. Ernderline the word you choose. 
You may write these words in the blank spaces if you wish but only the underlining 
counts. Do nothing about the blanks that are not numbered. 

The Reward of Kindness 

Once upon a there was a 
m 

that lived in a One 
(2) . (3) 

as he was roaming about, he stepped on 

Underline words here 

a and it stuck in his 
(4) , (5) 

In great pain he out of the 
(6) 

in search of some one who would out the 

At last he saw a and went up to him 
(7) 

as if to say, " pull this out 
of my " The saw what 
was the and was so 

(8) 
to see the lion suffer that he forgot to be frightened. 
Very he pulled the thorn out of the 

,(9) 

lion's foot. 1 he was so 
that he the shepherd's . .. 

(10) 

. . , (ii) 
and went away without him. 

(12) 
Not long after, the was blamed for 

a cruel deed which he had not The 

said: "He die. 
(13) (14) 

Throw into the lion's den." So the 
king's men shepherd and 
put him into the with a great 

It was the very the 
(15) 

shepherd had near the forest. And lo! 
Instead of the the 

(10)  ' '  

lion only licked his hand. 

The was amazed. He . . 
(17) 

his power over the Then the 

the of . . . 
(19) 

this>the said, "This man ... 
(21) ' 

deed. Let him go." So the 

him of. .. . 

I. time place man 1 
2. man lion dog 2 

3- street garden forest 3 
4- tack thorn rock 4 
5- back hand foot 5 
6. came limped ran 6 

7- shepherd hunter woodsman 7 
8. glad sorry anxious 8 

9- gently nicely suddenly 9 
IO. angry hungry grateful 10 
i i .  hand sheep dog 11 
12. eating thanking harming 12 
I3- hunter king people D 
14. must may will 14 
*5- man shout lion D 
16. fighting killing helping 16 
17. lion shepherd king 17 
18. explain give keep 18 
19. softened relieved satisfied 19 
20. hunger anger suffering 20 
21. king people men 21 
22. cruel kind good 22 
23- dog lion shepherd 23 
24. knew accused hurt 24 
25- many other cruel 25 

the shepherd to 
(18) 
how he had 

(20) 
Upon 

no 

(23) 

tt i(24> t i • (25) 
Have you heard tins story before ?. . 
Score 

freed and after that no 
(22) 



TEST 10 

Memory 

DIRECTIONS. Read each question and if the right answer, according to the story, is yes, 
draw a line under the word yes. If the right answer is no, draw a line under the word no. 
But if you do not know the right answer, because the story didn't say, draw a line under 
the words didn't say. 

f Was the story about a king? (yes 
Samples : Was the king's daughter sixteen years old? (yes 

[ W as she ugly ? (yes 

Begin here: 
1. Was the king fond of hearing stories? (yes 
2. Did the king offer his daughter to any one who could tell him a story 

that would last forever ? (yes 
3. Did he offer all his kingdom also ? (yes 
4. Did he say, "but if he fails he shall be cast into prison"? (yes 
5. Was the king's daughter pretty? (yes 
6. Did she like stories, too? (yes 
7. Did the story say that after a long time a young man came and 

offered to tell the king a story? (yes 
8. Did the first man's story last a week?. . . . .' (yes 
9. Was the first man's head cut off? (yes 

10. Did the king then order another man to tell him a story ? (yes 
n. Did each man's story last longer than that of the one before? (yes 
12. Were all the young men who came to tell stories handsome? (yes 
13. Did a handsome young man say to the king, "I can tell you a story 

that will last forever " ? (yes 
14. Did the king beg the young man not to try? (yes 
15. Was the king's daughter afraid he would fail? (yes 
16. Did she love him and so not want to see him killed ? (yes 
17. Did the young man tell the princess to have no fear? (yes 
18. According to the young man's story, did a rich man order a huge 

granary built ? (yes 
19. Did he have it filled with oats to the very tip-top? (yes 
20. Was a very small hole left between the bricks near the ground?.. . . (yes 
21. Was the hole just big enough to let one little ant through? (yes 
22. Did the young man say that one day a little ant went in and carried 

off a grain of wheat ? (yes 
23. Did he say that the next day another little ant went in and carried 

off a nother grain of " wheat? (yes 
24. Did the king plead with the young man to tell him what happened 

after that? (yes 
25. Did the young man say, "Why, after that the ants just kept on carry

ing off the wheat"? (yes 
26. Did the king finally say, "Man, man, your story will last forever" ?(yes 
27- Did he say, "Take my daughter and half my kingdom and don't 

speak to me again"? (yes 
28. Did the young man marry the princess ? (yes 
29- Did the king ever want to hear another story (yes 
30- Was the name of this story, "The story that had no end"? (yes 

Have you heard this story before? (yes no) 

no 'didn't say) 
no didn't say) 
no didn't say) 

no didn't say) 1 

no didn't say) 2 
no didn't say) 3 
no didn't say) 4 
no didn't say) S 
no didn't say) 6 

no didn't say) 7 
no didn't say) 8 
no didn't say) 9 
no didn't say) 10 
no didn't say) 11 
no didn't say) 12 

no didn't say) 13 
no didn't say) 14 
no didn't say) 15 
no didn't say) 16 
no didn't say) W 

no didn't say) 18 
no didn't say) W 
no didn't say) 20 
no didn't say) 21 

no didn't say) 22 

no didn't say) 23 

no didn't say) 24 

no didn't say) 25 
no didn't say) 26 

no didn't say) 27 
no didn't say) 28 
no didn't say) 29 
no didn't say) 30 

Score 
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Chapter II 

The Problem and Procedure of Study, 

1. The problem of this thesis is to study the val

ue of the Otis Group Test as a supervisory device in the 

classification of a school system. The study was made in 

the Lawrence schools, which were reclassified on the basis 

of the test.  

The primary aim of the thesis is to discover 

(1) the effects of the Lawrence reclassification and (2) 

the degree of reliability with which the Otis test was 

used, both of which are essential in establishing the super

visory valueo of the test.  

The study of the problem was made fran three, view

points: (1) the effects upon the Lawrence schools resulting 

from the reclassification; (2) the facili ty of the adminis

tration of the Otis test and the general effects resulting 

from i ts use; and (3) the degree of reliability with which 

the test was: used. 

2. The Procedure 

In November 1 919 the writer in conjunction with 

several others gave the Otis General Intelligence Test to 

all  the public school children of Lawrence, from the fourth 



to the eighth grades, inclusive• Upon the basis of the re

sults of these tests the children were immediately reclassi

fied# With a few exceptions every child whose ability warr

anted i t  was given a special promotion# The exceptional cas

es were retained because of the nature of their work, their 

application, their physical condition, and the teacher's 

prejudice# Ho demotions were made. The reasons for this were 

(1) the reliability of the Otis test as a supervisory de

vice had not been established, and the whole procedure was a 

matter of experiment; (2) with the exception of one school, 

slow sections for classes did not exist which could care for 

those who would be demoted; and (5) i t  was judged that the 

discouragement which would result from demotion would count

er-balance the value to be derived from it .  

The organization of the Lawrence schools greatly 

facil itated the reclassification of the children# In the 

elementary schools each grade is divided into B and A clt  ss-

es, the latter being a half-year in advance of the former# 

At the regular semi-yearly promotions the pupils of the. B 

class enter the A c lass, and the A c lass pupils enter the 

B s ectioh of the next higher grade# 

In the Junior high-school, which comprises the 

7th and 8th year, the same class divisions exist .  In ad

dition to these divisions, each class was roughly grouped 
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into three sections according to ability,- the dull group 

the normal group, and the accelerated group. 

In the elementary school the reclassification 

consisted in transferring children of very superior intelli  

gence into the next higher class. In one school, where 

slow and fast sections for certain classes existed, regroup 

ings together with special promotions were made. 

In the Junior high-school the reclassification 

consisted only in the regrouping of children on the basis 

of abili ty. After the mental tests were given an addit

ional group of children, however, was recognized. All chil 

dren of the Junior high-school were thus grouped as su

perior, normal, dull ,  and mentally retarded. Terman1s 

classification was used as the basis of the grouping. All 

children with an I.Q below 70 were placed in the lowest or 

most inferior group; these with I.Q's between 70 and 90 

were considered as dull and were placed in group 3; those 

with. I.Q1  s of 90 to 120 were placed in the normal group; 

and those with I.Q !s above 120 were considered as: superior 

and were placed in the highest group of the grade. 

3. The Sources of Data. 

The investigation sought information: on three 

points i  

I .  The effects of the reclassification. 
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a. The immediate effects. 

(1) The similarity of ability secured in 
classes. 

(2) The nature of the marks received by 
all  groups of students. 

(3) The quality and quantity of work pro
duced according to teachers1  judgment. 

b. The specific effects. 

The nature of the school work of children 
of dull,  normal, and superior intelligence. 

II.  The General Effects of the Administration of the 

Otis Test.  

a.  The resulting school spirit .  

b. The att itude of the community. 

c.  The Superintendent1  s estimate. 

III.  The degree of reliability with which the Otis 

test was used. 

a.  The correlation between Otis I.Q. fs and 
school failures. 

b. The percent of failures of children re
ceiving special promotion 

c. The correlation of the Otis test with the 
Stanford Revision of the Binet test.  

The sources of data for part I  were; (1) the 

intelligence quotients of 1005 children; (2) the mental 

age and grade placement of all  children in the 5th and 

6th grade classes that were affected by the special promo 

t ions; (3) a questionaire answered by 17 elementary teach 

ers and 11 Junior high school teachers; and (4) the quali 

ty of school work, as represented by teachers1  marks for 

269 5th and 6th grade children. 



The sources of data for part II were:.  (1) pers

onal interviews with supervisors and principals; (2) re

plies from a personal letter sent to the parents of all  chil

dren receiving special promotion; and (3) a statement made 

"by the Superintendent concerning the effects of the use of 

the intelligence tests upon the school system. 

The sources of data for part III were: (1) the 

Binet and Otis I .  Q.1  s for 62 Junior high-school children 

and for 92 grade children; (2) the number of failures of 

children who received special promotion; and (3) the I.Q.*s 

of both Junior High-school and Grade children. 
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Chapter III.  

The Effects of the Reclassification of 
the Lawrence Schools on the Basis 

of the Otis General Inteeligence 
Test.  

I .  The Results Obtained from the Otis Test in the 
Lav/re nee Schools .  

The results obtained from giving the Otis test 

are presented in the form of graphs, tables, and charts.  

No attempt is made to interpret the test results since the 

burden of the thesis is to discover the supervisory value 

of the test as shown in the effects of the reclassifica-

tion. Furthermore,; no interpretation of the results is 

given for i t  has not yet been ascertained what degree of 

mentality any given Otis I.Q. designates. The I.Q-'s will  

be of special interest to those interested in the relia

bility of the Otis test.  They give the basis on which the 

Lawrence schools were reclassified. 

The I  .Q. results are given separately in the form 

of distributions for the Junior high-school, the 5th and 

6th grade school children, and for the various Lawrence school 

buildings, Figs.1-2, 4-11. 

Table I  gives the number and per cent of s tudents 

enrolled in grades above the 3rd in each of the designated 

I.Q.groups. 
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TABLE I .  

Number and Percent of Students Above the Third Grade 
in each of the I.Q.Groups for all  the Schools of 

Lawrence. 

110 :  90- :  80- :  70- :Below; 
and above :  110 :  90 :  80 :  70 : ; Total 

Q'uincy 70 50 15 9 25 169 

Pinckney 50 54 16 12 32 164 

New Yor k BO 27 22. 14 23 106 

McAllister 15 19 7 2 4 47 

Woodlawn 8 12 8 9 28 65 

Gordley 8 9 3 0 5 25 

Lincoln 0 3 2 3 24 32 

Junior High. School 166 108 67 31 25 397 

TOTAL 337 282 140 80 166 1005 

110 and r.90- :: 8 0- :  70-801 Below 70 
ab ove % : :  110 $ i  90 % : : % # * 

Quincy 41 *42 30 8.87 5 4  ,38 14.79 

Pinckney 30*48 32 .31 9.87 7, ,31 20. 

New Yo rk 18.86 25 .47 20.75 13 , .20 21.70 

McAllister 31.91 40 .42 14.89 4, • 25 8.57 

Woodl awn 12.30 18 .46 12.30 13, ,84 43.07 

Gordley 32. 36 0 12. 0, .0 20. 

Lincoln 0 .  9 .37 6.25 9 ,  ,37 75. 

Junion High School 41.81 27 .20 16.87 7, .80 6.22 
TOTAL * 3b. 5 28.05 {  3 7.96 16.51 



The above tables show that 55.5 per cent of the 

1005 children tested had intelligence quotients of 110 and 

above; £8.05 per cent had I .Q.'s ranging from 90 to 110; 

13.93 per cent had I .Q. 's between 8o and 90; 7.96 per cent 

I.Q.*s between 70 and 80: and 16.51 per cent had I .Q. 's below 

70• These data indicate, with the exception of those who 

made I .Q. !s below 70, that there is an increasing per cent 

of students in each of the higher I.Q.groups. The table also 

shows that 62 per cent of the enrollment from the fourth 

grade to the senior high-school had I.Q. * s  above 90. 

The results of the test for the 4th grade were 

not used as a basis fro classification. These results were 

considered as questionable, since such a large percentage of 

the children made I.Q. '  s below. 70 or had mental ages below 

8. Without doubt some of these children had mental ages be

low 8, but probably not such a high percentage as the test 

results gave. Fig.3 shows the I .Q. distribution for this 

grade. 

Fig.11 shows the I.Q. distribution for a school 

of Negro children. The graph shows that 75 per cent of the 

colored children made I .Q.'s below 70 in the Otis test.  Var-

i  us studies of the intelligence of Negro children do show 

them to be inferior to white children, mentally. ,  but wheth

er such a high percentage of these children should have I.Q.1  

below 70 is not established* 
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The data of table I  are all  shown graphically 

by buildings in. F igs.4-11. The largest percent of chil

dren with I«Q.1  s above 110 are found in the Junior high-

school and in the Quincy school, Fig.4-5. The smallest per 

cent of children with I.Q.*s below 70 is also found in the 

Junior high-school. The children of the Quincy school may 

be, somewhat, a select group of children since the majori

ty of them cane from the homes of professional and business 

men of the city. The I.Q. distribution of the Junior high-

school may be partly explained by the fact that a large num

ber of the children below normal are lost out of the school 

by elimination before they reach the 7th grade. 

The I.Q. distributions for the Junior high-school, 

Quincy, Pinckney, McAllister,  and Gordley are all  skewed at 

the high end. 

The I.Q. distributions of the Woodlawn. an d Lincoln 

schools, Figs.10 and 11, are both skewed at the low end. 

The distribution for the New Yor k school in now 

way assumes the shape of the normal curve. There is practic

ally the same percentage of students in each of the I.Q.groups 

from the lowest to the highest.  

Table II shows the chronological age-grade retard

ation and acceleration of all  the children from the 4th to 8th 

grade,,  inclusive, together with the average total intelligence 

scores for the children of the respective grades. 
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The following facts are shown by this table: The 

youngest children, chronologically, in the various grades made 

the highest intelligence scores or have the highest mental ag

es. The scores in the spaces marked between the heavy lines 

represent the scores made by children who fell  into the normal 

age-grade group. The highest scores are always made by the 

'accelerant children whose scores are immediately above the norm-
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al age-grade scores» Below the normal age-grade scores are 

the scores made by the retarded children. The chart shows 

that in every instance the latter are lower, and that the 

greater the retardation the lower the scores that are made. 

I t  is interesting to note that the oldest child 

in the 4th grade, who was 14 years old, made a score of 26, 

while the youngest child in the grade, 7 years old, made a 

score of 51. In the 5th grade the lowest intelligence score 

was 15 made by a 16 year old- individual, while the highest 

score was 81.6 made by an 8 year old child. The data of 

this table show that alt  ho a retarded child may be twice as 

old, chronologically, as another child, yet his score is only 

from 1/6 to 1/2. as high. The conclusion drawn is that the 

correlat ion of I  ,Q.1  s and chronological age among children of 

any given grade is negative. In other words the older child

ren in a given grade have lower I.Q,. 's  than the younger chil

dren .  

The table also shows the per cents of pupils in 

each of the grades t int are retarded and accelerated. In grades 

5, 6, and 8 approximately, the same per cent of pupils are re

tarded tha t  are accelerated^ In grades 4 and 7 a larger per 

cent of children are retarded. The chart shows that the great

est per cent of retardation is in the 7th grade. This may part

ly be explained by the fact that a number of over-age and dull 

pupils enter the first year of the Junior high-school for the 

special types of school work offered, but are gradually elimi-
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mated before they finish the 8th grade or reach the Senior 

high-school. This is shown in the chart.  The retardation is 

7 per cent less in the 8th grade than it  is in the 7th. 

The average total per cent of retardation for the 

4th to the 8th grade, inclusive is 5 per cent greater than the 

acceleration. Since the data show that from 15 to 27 per cent 

of the children in a given grade are retarded, the conclusion 

is drawn that previous to the reclassification, the children 

were not placed in the school system so that they could ad

vance according to ability. 

II• The Immediate Effects of the Re-classification of Chil

dren According to Ability. 

Since only four months have elapsed since the Law

rence schools were reclassified on the basis of the Otis test,  

it  is too early to measure the lasting or permanent effects of 

the classification. Yet at this time some effects of the class 

ification are plainly observable. Very marked indications of 

the value, of the experiment have been shown in (1) the great

er similarity of ability in classes, (2) the higher marks re

ceived by all  groups of students, and (3) the better quality 

and greater quantity of work produced according to teachers '  

judgment. 

1..  The Decrease in the Mental Age Range in Classes. 

The primary purpose of giving the Otis General 

Intelligence test was to secure a scientific basis on which 
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children could be grouped according to ability and properly 

placed in the school system. 

Since the decrease in the range of mental age 

within classes is first of al l  desirable, the question might 

well be a sked: Did such a decrease result after the reclassi

fication? A c areful study has shown that there is a marked 

decrease in the range of mental maturity, which also means 

that a greater similarity of ability was secured in the re

spective classes. The effect of this greater similarity of 

abil ity upon school work has been so marked that substitute 

teachers and casual visitors have noted i t  with great inter

est.  This observation is not ungrounded, for a comparative 

study of the mental age range before and after the reclassi

fication shows that the latter has been materially shortened. 

The results of this study are shown in Figs.12-

31. The graphs show three things;.  (1) the distribution of 

ability in classes, in the terms of mental age, (2) the pro

motion of those of advanced mental maturity, and (3) the dis

tribution curves of mental ages within classes as they ex

isted after all  the special promotions were made. 

Figs. 12 and 13 show the effect of the reclassi

fication on a 6 A c lass in the Quincy school. The range of 

mental age or mental maturity was decreased, materially, by 

promoting the two children of f our teen and eighteen year old 

intelligence; and a better distribution of abili ty was se-
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cured by promoting the five brightest students in the mental 

age groups from 11 years and 6 months to 13 years and 5 months. 

The effect of the classification on the distribution curve 

may readily be seen in comparing Figs. 12 and 13. Fig.14 shows 

the curve after the special promotions were made into the 

class. The special promotions again skewed the curve, but they 

represent children that are much younger, chronologically, than 

the other members of the class. The school administration 

could not provide classes for such a small number of specially 

gifted children, and they had to be placed in the regular class

es. But in a year such children will ,  probably, be ready for 

an additional special promotion, while the rest of the class 

continues to progress, normally. 

The reclassification in all  the schools, with the 

exception of Pinckney, consisted only in the promotion of chil

dren with I.Q.1  s of 120 and above. In the Pinckney school not 

only the mentally superior child was promoted, but those of in

ferior ability were placed in slower sections of classes, al

ready then existing. 

Thus since the reclassification consisted for the 

most part in the promotion of the child of exceptional ability, 

the result is that while the upper ends of the mental age dis

tribution curves more nearly assume the normal probability 

curve, the lower ends stil l  remain weighted with those who had 

mental ages several years below that of the median of the class. 
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This is very clearly shown in Figs. 13, 15, 16, and. 27. 

The effect of decreasing the range of mental ma

turity in classes by eliminating those at both ends of the 

curve is strikingly shown in the 6th B class, Pinckney, Figs. 

17-19. Figure 18 shows a range of mental age of ten years,-

from 7 years and 9 months to 17 years and 8 months. The 

black checks in Fig.18 show the number of children taken out 

of the class by reclassification. Fig.19 shows the same class 

after a^l transfers and promotions were made. The curve clos e

ly approximates the normal curve, and shows a far greater 

similarity of mental age in the class than existed before the 

reclassification. The range of mental maturity was reduced 

nearly one half of what i t  had been previously. 

Figures 20 to 25 inclusive show in a less marked 

degree the value of the reclassification. 

Figure 26 shows., very particularly, the need of 

taking the dull children out of the class. Fig.27 shows the 

effect upon the class by promoting the gifted children. Had 

the dull children been removed from this class the curve would 

have become approximately normal. 

Fig.28 shows practically a normal curve after all  

promotions were made both out of and into the class. 

Fig.30 shows the effect of reducing the bi-modal 
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curve of Fig.29, until  the number of pupils at the upper end 

nearly equals the number at the lower end. 

Fig.31 shows a class from which no special promo

tions were made. At least five children at the upper end of 

the curve should have been promoted in order to have lessen

ed the range of mental age in the class. Several causes were 

germane for not making these special promotions, chief of which 

was the teachers1  prejudice# 

Although this is the first year that reclassifi

cation according to ability has been attempted in Lawrence, 

the effect as shorn by the graphs has been to decrease the 

range of mental maturity in classes, from 25 to 50 per cent. 

This points to a greater similarity of ability in such class

es, a condition necessary if children are to progress accord

ing to ability. The classes would have been st ill  more near

ly homogenous as to ability had the children represented at 

the lower end of the frequency distributions been removed from 

the classes# The graphs as a whole show that Otis test re

sults can be used effectively in reducing the mental age range, 

and in securing a greater similarity of ability in classes, 

which makes i t  possible for classes to function more effec

tively as units.  

2. The Effects of the Classification, as Shown by the 

Comparative Increase and Decrease in Teachers4  

Marks # 
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The real value of the. reclassification, can he 

shown partly hy the nature of the work done after the classi

fication. This was determined hy making a study of the com

parative increase or decrease in teachers* marks given the stu

dent before and after the reclassification. Data were used 

for only those students who were in classes affected hy spec

ial promotions. In order to discover the nature of the work 

done hy pupils of different ability the results obtained from 

students in each of the I.Q. groups were tabulated separately. 

The data were secured as follows: A weighted 

grade was obtained for each child by taking the average of his 

grades made in reading, English and literature, spelling, a-

rithme tic, and geography. Two s uch weighted grades were ob

tained, one covering marks given before any special promotions 

were made, and the other covering the same teacher1  s marks for 

the same child four months after the reclassification. From 

these two grades the per cent of increase or decrease for each 

student was computed. 

The r esults of the study in the grade schools strik

ingly point out that the majority of students in each I.Q.1  

group made increases in their grades; and that the most sig

nificant increases were made by children in the most inferior 

mental group. A f ar greater number of these children received 

higher marks than those that received lower. The majority of 



the group made from 0 to 30 per cent increases in their grades, 

while only one child received a mark 3 1 to 35 per cent lower 

than he did before the special promotions. A nu mber of these 

students made 30 to 100 per cent increases in their grades. 

The good effects of classifying children according to ability 

cannot be doubted when, even the most inferior group, those 

having I .Q . !s below 8 0 were, f or the most part able to do a 

much better quality of school work as indicated by teachers* 

marks. 

In the group of students whose I.Q.* s ranged from: 

80 to 90 only 3 students, of the whole group received lower 

marks, while 28 pupils received hi^ier marks- 17 of these re

ceiving from 0 to 14 per cent increases in grades, 7 from 20 

to 29 per cent increases, and 4 receiving from. 45 to 54 per 

cent increases. 

The results for the group whose I.Q;. *s w ere from 

90 to 110 show t hat these children were also able to make much 

better grades after the reclassification. The majority of this 

group received from 4 to 35 per cent increases in grades; while 

the range of the per cent-of increase reached as high as 95 

per cent and the range of the per cent of increase reached only 

35 per cent. 

Hot only were the children in the low I.Q;. groups 

able to make increases in their grades, but the children who 

received tbe highest I.Q.'s in the Otis test also received 
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higher marks when grouped according to ability. The results 

for both the I*Q. groups from HO to 120 and from 120 and 

above show that a very large majority of these children re

ceived increases in their grades, and that the rante of the 

per cent of increase was ap proximately twice that of the range 

of decrease. 

Since the majority of children in each of the I.Q. 

groups made better grades, the conclusion is dram that the 

children were successfully grouped on the basis of the Otis 

I.Q".1  s. 

That children who v/ere grouped according to abili

ty were able to do better work a s indicated by teachers* marks 

is further shown in a similar study of the per cent of in

creases and decreases in pupils* grades: for each of the I.Q. 

groups of the Junior high-school. The results obtained from 

this study corroberate the grade school results for every I.Q. 

group, except the group of children whose I .Q. 's were above 120. 

The group in whi ch t he greatest per cent of increase was made 

was that whose I .Q. 's were below 8 0. Fig.37 shows the signifi

cant results of the classification upon this group of children. 

Only two pupils of the group received lower marks. The majori

ty of the group received from 0 to 52 increases in their marks, 

while exceptional pupils made 65, 75, 100, and 149 per cent 

increases in marks. 
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The results shown in Fig.38 for the group whose 

I.QU *s were from 80 to 90 are almost as striking. The large 

majority made fr om 0 to 65 per cent increases, while only 6 

pupils made decreases, frcm 6 to 20 per cent. 

Figs.39 and 40 show that the majority of the stu

dents whose I.Q.1  s ranged from 90 to 120 received higher marks, 

and that the range of the per cent of increase in marks f or 

the two higher I.Q.groups of children was nearly twice the 

range of decrease. 

Fig.41 for the group of students whose I.Q. !s were 

120 and above, shows that the marks received by these students 

were approximately the same, with a tendency to be slightly 

lower than they were previous to the reclassif ication. The 

students in this group represent the most gifted children in 

the Junior high-school. The results were affected doubtless 

by the following considerations: First, a greater quantity 

of work was done after the classification. This was shown in 

the replies to a questionaire sent the teachers concerning 

the effects of the classification upon student work. Second, 

a superior student could- not make the same r ecord or showing 

in a group of superior children that he could in the classes 

composed of children of all degrees of ability. Third, the 

work was more nearly adjusted to the abilities of the superior 

children, and a higher standard of work was espected. Fourth, 

the gifted children had apparently learned bad habits of work 
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before their promotion, habits of comparatively mediocre 

achievement in terms of their ability. 

Conclusions: This study of the c ompsrative in

crease and decrease in teachers* marks given pupils after the 

reclassification shows (1) that the majority of the students 

in each of the I.Q.groups with the exception of the highest 

I . Q. group in the Junior high school made increases in their 

grades, (2) that the most significant increases in grades were 

found in both the Junior high-school and the grade schools to 

be in the groups whose I.Q.*s were below 80. Some of these 

students made fro m 100 to 149 per cent increases in their 

grades. These data prove that the reclassification has re

sulted in better work even in the most inferior groups, as 

indicated by teachers1  marks. The study further shows (3) 

tint in certain groups the number of pupils that made decreas

es: in grades was insignificant when compared to the number 

that made increases, Figs. 37 and 38. Fig.37 shows that only 

two p upils out of forty-six made lower grades than they made 

previous to the reclassification. 

The data as a whole show that while some pupils 

made lo wer grades, the reasons for which, the study did not 

attempt to discover, the larger number of pupils made higher 

marks. The higher marks given after the reclassification indi

cate' that the pupils did a better quality of school work after 

they were grouped according to ability, or in other words, 

placed where their mental maturity warranted. This conclusion 
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is justifiable for: 

1. The marks w ere given by teachers who were not 

biased toward the tests, but who we re in some instances op

posed to the reclassification. 

2. The comparative increases and decreases in grades 

were obtained from the same teacher fs grades of a pupil who 

had been in a class affected by the reclassification. 

3. The higher marks were received by c hildren of all 

types of ability, with the most significant increases being 

made in the groups of most inferior ability. 

4. The higher marks represent a better quality of school 

work a s is indicated by the replies of both Junior high-school 

and grade teachers to a questionaire in which they said that 

all groups of children did a better quality of school work 

after the reclassification. (Section III, Chapter III)* 

That the teachers1  marks may be used as a faitly 

reliable criterion of pupils1  work is shown by the relation 

found to exist between the quality of school work and the in

telligence quotients. This relation is shown f or 269 fifth 

and sixth grade pupils in reading and geography, in tables 

III and IV. Both tables show that a fairly high positive 

correlation exists between the Lawrence teachers* marks and 

intelligence quotients. 
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3ho..irig on.  ^i i . . l ioy Oi Scnool Work i n Reading and 

Intelligence Quotients of 269 Fifth and Sixth Grade 

Students of Lawrence for the First Semester 

7d / r tL /TY 
o r  

^SCHOOL 
Y/ORJX 

//y t~£:l ,l ./g£/y c£. Quo  ts£ / y t s  7d / r tL /TY 
o r  

^SCHOOL 
Y/ORJX 

j3&/ow 76 76-  So  86~90  90- /JO / /a  -72o  /20- /46  /4a S> s9tev<z 

7d / r tL /TY 
o r  

^SCHOOL 
Y/ORJX 7 /o. % /Yo. % //•*• Vo 7 /a .  % /Yo .  % /yo. /%.  % 

7  3  / 4  jr  A3  74  /a~ 3 / 6  6  26  7  76 

4- & 8  79  J?  / 2  s  76  3 /  33  /jT 47  74  47  / // 

J? 74  24  46 // 44  77  43  4a  46  // 34  /a  33  / 77  
^ /=> 

// 23  8  32  7  2 /  cjr j r  / a  
/ /=• 

2  jr 2  8  2  3  / / 
42  tea  23  /66 37  7a  a  94  7a  a  32  te  a  36  7a  a  J? 7/0  

Aftie//#/? 24/ 2.22 236 2.93 326  a,as~ 4o3  

ZAe /̂0 7/'a*o 24  7/3 7/4 / /4  7 /2  .37 37  

An ex amination of this table shows that only 3 

per cent of students with I.Q.'s below 70 made an excellent 

grade in reading; whereas 78 per cent of the students with 

I-QU's above 140 did excellent work in this subject*. Furth

ermore it will be seen tint no student with and I.Q. above 

120 failed; and whereas one per cent of the students whose 

I.Q.'s were between 90 and 110 failed, no child with an I.Q. 

above 110 failed. The quality of school work a s shown by the 

median grade of each group steadily incfeases from the lowest 

to the highest group. The median quality of school work done 

by pupils with intelligence quotients above 140 is twice as 

great as that done by pupils whose I.Q.'s were below 70. 
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TABLE IV. 
Showing the Quality of School Worlf in Geography and In

telligence Quotients of 269 F ifth and Sixth Grade Stu-

Qc/ry / ry  
o r  

ScA/OOl 

//V T3L JL / orr/cr Quo T-JJZfy'TS Qc /ry / ry  
o r  

ScA/OOl 3&Aow O 70-80 do-90  9a- / /o  / / d - /2o  /ZD-A 40  A4d 6*in 

Qc / ry / ry  
o r  

ScA/OOl 
AYa. % /ycj. /V<2. % /To. % /Yo. % /Yd. <7* AY*. % 
z  /Z  A3  // 34  7  23  22  

4  O 3  7  J? A2 AO 27  4 /  44  A2 33  9  30  

J2  A4  AP 44  AP 68  /? S/  32  34  9  28  A2 43  2  22  

2  / s  42  4  A6 3  z z  9  7  2  7  

/ / 2  A 4  2  2  

7a /# /  43  Ada 2J~  A a  a  37  Ada P4  Aaa 32  Ado 30  Aao 9  Aoa 

A7/& c//as? 2 . /3  244 2.55 3 . /4  35-0 3 .  J  A  3.50 

GptJ as AA/c 
JOe?u/e? / O S  ,37  .3/ A / 4  JP  2  24  .95" 

In the above table it may b e seen that while only 

7 per cent of the students who had a quotient below 70 did a 

good quality of school work, 56 per cent: of the students who 

had a quotient above 140 did good work. Further it may be 

seen that, whereas 42 per cent of the students whose I.Q.'s were 

below 70 did poor work, only 7 per cent of those who had I.Q. fs 

between 120 and 140 did poor work. 

The medians indicate that the r:. is a gradua l  in

crease in the quality of work for each higher I.Q. group with 

the exception of the two highest groups where the quality re

nins approximately the same®, 
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General Conclusion; Since a large number of pupils represent

ing all degrees of mentality made better grades after the re

classification, the conclusion may be drawn t hat grouping chil

dren according to mental ability enables them to do a better 

quality of work. Better classification of pupils, which al

so made possible a better adaptation of work to individual 

differences in ability, apparently is the one explanation.for 

the better marks received by the majority of pupils of each 

I. Q. group , with the one exception. The marked increase in 

the grades of children of the most inferior ability shows that 

such children were better classified and could accomplish more 

when grouped. This indicates that the Otis test succeeds in 

grouping or picking out children of the different degrees of 

ability, and thus enables them to work more effectively. 
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Chapter III. (Continued) 

III. The Specific Effects of the Reclassification upon 

Children of Superior, Normal, and Dull Intelligence. 

The data for this section were obtained thru a 

questionaire sent out thru the Superintendent's office to 

every teacher and principal of the city. The purpose of the 

questionaire was to get the teachers' judgments as to the ef

fects of the reclassification upon the gifted, normal, and re

tarded children. The questions asked may be found in the in

closed form of the questionaire on the following pages. A 

few typical answers returned from the teachers are given under 

A i n the appendix. 

The results are tabulated for the Junior high-

school and the grade schools, separately. The questionaire 

was answered by 11 teachers in the Junior high-school and 18 

teachers in the grade school, just five months after the re

classification had been made. 

The G-rade-Teachers1  Judgments as to the Effects of the 
Reclassification on the Basis of the Otis Tests. 

I.Effects on bright children. 

Teachers'- Replies 
Equal Better Poorer 

1.Quality of school work done— 11 7 0 
2.Quantity of school work dene- 9 8 0 
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Lawr enc e, Kansa s 
April 15, 1920-

jo t he Teachers 

During the present year re have been trying a very impor
tant experiment. We a re fery anxious to secure all the evidence 
possible on this experiment and ask your cooperation to the extent 
of a nswering as well as you can the questions listed below. You 
are requested to have these answers in the hands of your principal 
not later than Friday, April 16th. 

I. Effects on bright children. 
1. Is the quality of work done by these children fl) equal to, 

(2)better than, or (5) poorer than before? (Underscore for 
your answer) 

2. Is the quantity of work (1) equal to, (2Q) greater than, or 
(3)less "than before? 

3. Is there an attitude developed to be in the first rank, sec
tion or group of the class? (Be specific in describing attitude' 

4. Is an ideal of work d eveloped not to fall below ones standard 
rank or group? 

5. Is a conscious spirit of rivalry developed among the sections 
or groups? 

6. Remarks (Add an ything not covered by ifche above which you think 
should be stated) 

II. Effect on Normal Children. 
1. Are they conscious of the purpose and use of these tests in 

placing and promoting those of their own group? (Underscore 
one) Yes - No - Partly, 
Remarks. 

• 2. What effects has the special promotions had upon (1) quality 
of work, (2) quantity of work, and (5) attitude toward work. 
Note -  Put your answers to the above in tbhe form requested 
under 1,2,3 and 4 of the questions asked concerning bright 
children. 

EFFECTS OF OT IS INTELLIGENCE TE STS 

3. Is there an ambition developed in some to secure special pro
motion or a transfer inibothe next higher group or section? 
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4:« Remarks. 

Ill0  Sffect on R etarded Children. 
lo How has the work " been adopt ed to them? (Be very specific) 

1 e 

2. 

3. 

4. 

2, Is there an improvement (1) in quality, (20) in quantity of 
work done ? 

3r, Is there an increase of (1) interest and ( 2 )  e f fo r t  in 
school work? 

4-, Remarks-. 

IV. In yooiT judgment what have been the effects of the use of these 
tests upon general school spirit and interest? (Be specific) 

1* 

2. 

3. 

4. 
* 

V, As far as you have been able to judge have tho results upon 
children of spedial promotion been (1) beneficial or desirable 
or (2) disadvantageous or undesirable? 

Rote - list the specific factors on wh ich you b ase your 
judgment. 
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In regard to quality and quantity of school work 

done after the reclassification, the teachers are about e-

qualiy divided as to whether it  is equal to, or better than 

it was before. It is significant, however, that no teacher 

considered the quality of work p oorer than, or the quantity 

of work less than, it had been before; while 7 teachers out 

of 18 believed the quality to be better than, and 8 believed 

the quantity of work to be greater than it had been before. 

3. Is there an attitude 

developed to be in the first Yes No Among prom oted 

rank, section, or group of the 

class— — 14 0 1 

4. Is there an ideal of 

work developed not to fall be

low one1  s standard, rank or group- 12 1 

The subjective effect of the reclassification on 

bright children is very note-worthy. Fourteen teachers be

lieved that an attitude had been developed among these stu

dents to be in the first rank, section, or group of their 

classes. No teacher answered the question negatively. In 

connection with this a very strong ideal of work h as been de

veloped not to fall below one !s group or rank in the class. 

Only one teacher said that this attitude had not been develop
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ed. If the reclassification served no other purpose than to 

develop such ideals to do standard work and to strive to do 

better work, its value to bright children can not be doubted. 

Yes No Some 
5, Is there a conscious spirit of rivalry cases 

developed among the sections or groups? 8 5 2 

No unanimity of agreement exists among the teach

ers in regard to the spirit of rivalry that was developed by 

the reclassification. However, there is an indication that 

such a spirit of rivalry was developed between the sections 

and groups, since 8 teachers answered the question affirma

tively and 2 teachers believed it existed between certain in

dividuals and groups, 

6* Remarks:: By teachers r  

"Discipline is easier when bright children 
have work to do." 

"Children were not informed as to the reason 
why the Otis tests were given, or of the ranking received, 
and therefore no spirit of rivalry was developed." 

"Children take an added interest in work." 

"Discipline has been made more effective, for 
the bright children now have more to do." > 

"In a few cases the bright child has taken an 
attitude that work i s not essential to his progress." 
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II. Effects on normal Children,, 

1. Are they conscious of the Yes No Partly 

purpose and use of the tests in plac-
5 4 9 

ing and promoting those of their own 

group? 

These replies indicate that these children do 

not understand the significance of the mental tests given 

them. They know t hat on the basis of these tests certain 

children were given special promotion, but further than that, 

the whole procedure was vague to them. Four teachers say 

that the normal children did not understand the purpose of 

the tests, while nine teachers say that they were only part

ly conscious of i t .  

2. Remarks: 

"Parents know w hy t heir children are given spec
ial promotion. This leads to discussions at home and among 
children." 

"Pupils often ask,"What did I do in the test? 
What do you have to make to go on?" 

"They are enthusiastic about the tests and like 
to take them." 

"The parents of normal children are sometimes 
hurt about the promotions. They d on11 always understand the 
purpose of the tests." 
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3. Quality of work done by 
Equal Better Poorer 

normal children 9 9 0 

4. Quantity of work done by 

normal children — g 9 0 

As t o the quality and quantity of work done by 

children of normal intelligence,, the teachers are just equally 

divided between saying that the quality of work is equal to 

or better than f  and that the quantity of school work is both 

equl to or greater than it had been previous to the testing. 

It is significant to note that none of the teachers consider

ed that pupils with normal intelligence did either a poorer 

quality or a less quantity of work after the reclassification. 

Since half the teachers say that both a better quality and a 

greater quantity of work is produced, the reclassification 

has no doubt been valuable to normal children. 

5. Is there an attitude developed to Yes Ho 

be in the first rank, section, or group of the 

6. Is there an ideal of work developed 

not to fall below one*s standard, rank or group? 14 0 

7. Is there an ambition developed in some 

to secure special promotion or a transfer into 

the next higher section or group? 17 0 
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The replies show t hat subjective effects of the 

reclassification, have been of exceedingly great value to 

normal children in developing in them an attitude to be in 

the highest section of their class, and not to fall below 

their present school attainments. All teachers, with the 

exception of one, judge that the tests stimulate normal chil

dren to do better work, and generate a strong ambition in 

them to secure special, promotions with others of their class

es. 

7. Remarks t  

"The parents, too, work to secure special pro
motion for their children." 

"The greater number of normal children hava a 
very strong ambition to secure special promotion or a trans
fer into the next higher section or group." 

Ill . Effects on Retarded Children. 

1. How ha s the work been adapted to them? 

Replies of teachers; 

"Through review of past work." 

"Frequent drills and reviews." 

"Special help for a few children in the ungrad
ed room." 

"Problems more si mple, and more d rill." 

"A di fferent lesson plan on similar subjects 
and problems." 
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"Smaller groups for more individual help." 

"Essentials are stressed more. More time is- taken 
for explanation." 

for 
"Brighter children are allowed 

the retarded children." 
to act as teachers 

2. Is there an improvement in Yes Mo Some Gases 

the quality of school work?— — 

5*. Is there an improvement in 

10 1 

the quantity of school work? 

4.. Is there an increase in inter-

8 the quantity of school work? 

4.. Is there an increase in inter-

8 o  

est and effort in school work? -— 11 I 1 

The large majority of the above replies indicate 

that dull children do both a better quality and a greater 

quantity of work, with an increase in interest and effect 

in school work after they are grouped.. These replies show 

that the grade teachers have succeeded in adapting work to 

the ability of the dull child, and that the reclassification 

has been especially valuable to him. It has motivated his 

work, making improvement and note-worthy achievement possible. 

5• Remarks: 

"Retarded children ask to go to the ungraded 
room for special help in work below average. They v olun
tarily stay after school for help." 

"There is a great increase of interest in all 
branches of work." 
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"Discipline takes care of i tself. Fewer fail

ures. 0  

"Has not encouraged them to work: for special 
promotions." 

"Some of the retarded children care very little 
to put forth effort—others are keenly awake. 

"Tests do not appeal to slow children. A- diff
erent method is perhaps better for such." 

"School work is of higher quality and. mo re uni
form." * 

"The retarded class has. been aided immensely 
by the change." 

"The slow pupils are given a chance by not being 
over-shadowed by the quicker children." 

IV. In your judgment what have been the effects of the use 

of these tests upon g eneral school spirit and interest? 

1. "There is an increase of interest." 

2. "Effort to be present and on time. Children who 

are absent desire to make up work; and none want to fall be

low standard." 

3. "Quantity of work is better than before." 

4. "Ambition is developed to secure special promo

tion. " 

5. "Enthusiasm has been aroused and stimulated." 

-6. "A gr eater realization, on the part of children, 

of their own d eficiencies." 

7. "School spirit has been stimulated." 

8* "Created rival spirit which makes the teachers* 

work easier."1  
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9® " It has grouped children of equal mentality." 

10. "It has balanced the classes." 

11* "Stimulating to the bright pupils, moderately so 

to the mediocre, and not at all to the slow pupil." 

12. "Prevents idleness." 

13. "The lack of information concerning the objects 

of the tests has created dissatisfaction as to the special 

promotions." 

14. "Shows p upils that each individual case is being 

considered and being placed where it belongs." 

15. "Pupils know that any special effort on their 

part will be reco giized." 

16. "Raises spirit of school and community." 

17. "Creates a strong desire to keep work up to stan

dard." 

18. "Bright children have enough to do to keep them 

busy and interested." 

19. "Dull children understand wha t  they are doing and 

become interested. 

20. "Greater interest is shown in all classes because 

all are doing work suited to their ability."' 

21. "Normal pupils compete with children of their own 

ability and. thu s competition is keener." 

V. As far as you have been able to judge have the results 

upon children of special promotion been;. 
(No.of replies) 

1* Beneficial or desirable 15 
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(Ho.of replies) 
2. Disadvantageous or undesirable • 1 

3- In a few cases undesirable 2 

(These children got the idea that they did not 

need to work a fter being promoted, and as a result failed.) 

VI. Factors upon whic h teachers based their judgments. 

1. Quality and quantity of wor£ done. 

2. Quality and quantity of reviews and tests. 

3. Attitude toward school work as daily expressed 

in the school room. 

4. School spirit as displayed on the school ground, 

in contests, and in organization: meetings. 

5. The child's progress since the test. 

6. The attitude of both children and parents. 

Summary: 

The conclusions of the teachers concerning the 

effect of the tests upon the bright children are:1  disci

pline has been easier since the bright pupil has had enough 

to do; interest is much g reater in school work, as shown by 

the quality and quantity of work don e; higher ideals of work 

and achievement have been developed; and while some few of 

the bright children feel that they can "slide" since they 

were given the special promotion, yet with the majority of 

the superior children the effect of the tests have been 



"beneficial. The chief value of grouping bright children 

is that they can be given a sufficient amount of work to 

have opportunity to work up to the limits of their ability. 

This challenge to the bright child has caused him to become 

more alert mentally, more interested, and equally success

ful, if not more s o, in all school work. 

The chief value of the classification to normal 

children has been that it has stimulated them to do better 

work, to do a greater amount of work, and to reach higher 

attainments than they had previously reached. For some of 

the normal children work h as become intensely motivated and 

interest has become dynamic, causing them to do both a better 

quality and a greater quantity of work. The effect of the 

classification has not only caused the majority of normal 

children to do equally as good school work if not better, 

but it  has caused many of them to have a strong ambition 

to secure special promotions or transfers into the next high

er sections or groups of their classes. 

The classification has had a very special value 

to dull children, for all school work has been carefully 

adapted to them. The success with which this adaptation, 

of work has met is shown in (1) the greater int erest of these 

children in school work and (2) the markedly better quality 

of work produced by them. 

The grade teachers as a whole feel that the re-
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classification has been highly beneficial to all classes 

of students. The special value of the reclassification as 

recognized by the grade teachers are: (1) a better quality 

of school work h as been produced in a large number of class

es in each group, (2) a greater quantity of work is produc

ed in a significant number of classes of normal and super

ior children, (3) all classes of students did as well in 

both quality and quantity of work if not better than they 

did previous to the reclassification, (4) a greater inter

est in school work is shown by practically every student, 

(5) a strong ambition has been developed in a large number 

of students to secure special promotion, and (6) problems 

of discipline and adaptation of school work have become 

simplified. These effects have caused both pupils and 

teachers to be more happy and interested in the work they 

are doing; and these conditions have made g reater school 

achievements possible. 

Eriefly the replies to the questionaire show 

that in the judgments of the teachers the reclassification 

has proved valuable to the grade schools. 
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Chapter III, (Cont.) 

The Junior High School Teachers1  Judgments Con

cerning the Effects of the Reclassification, 

I,  Effects on bright children. 

Equal Better Poorer 

1, The quality of school work 
done 3 7 0 

2. The quantity of school work 
done — 3 7 0 

The majority of the teachers believe that since 

the bright children have been grouped, they are doing not 

only a better quality of work, but also a greater quantity 

of work. No teacher considers that bright children do poor

er work or less work than they formerly did, 

3. Is there an attitude developed to be in the first rank, 

4. Is there an attitude of work de

veloped not to fall below one1  s stan

dard, rank or group 

Yes No Among certain 
pupils. 

7 0 3 

- 7 0 1 

The teachers practically as a whole say that a 

positive attitude is developed in bright children to be in 

the first rank, section or group of the class. Two of the 
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teachers say that this attitude is developed only among 

certain groups, while one teacher says it is developed only 

among the girls. An ideal of work is also established not 

to fall below one1s present school achievements. The re

plies to questions 3 and 4 show t hat the subjective effects 

of the classification on bright children are effective in 

producing the better quality and the greater quantity of 

school work, as indicated by the replies to questions 1 and 

2* 

Yes Ho Among Groups~ 
I and II 

5, Is there a conscious spirit 

of rivalry developed among the sections 

or groups? 7 2 1 

The majority of the teachers believe that a 

conscious spirit of rivalry is developed. However, in some 

instances, the teachers say that this rivalry exists only 

among certain more ambitious students, and among the pupils 

of the two upper groups of each grade• 

II* Effects on normal children. 

Yes No Partly 
1. Are they .conscious of the 

purpose and use of these tests in 

placing and promoting those of their 

own grou p? 2 0 9 
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The Junior high-school teachers are of the same 

opinion, as the grade teachers concerning whe ther normal 

children are conscious of the purpose of the tests. Nine 

of eleven teachers say that the children are only partly 

conscious of this purpose.. 

Equal Better Poorer 
2. Quality of work done by norm

al children 3' 6 0 

3- Quantity of work done by norm

al children —-— 2 7 0 

Normal c hildren do a better quality of work after 

the regrouping. Three teachers in their replies noted that 

the work of the normal children v/as poorer immediately aft

er the classification but improved rapidly; so that in a 

short time they were doing better work than they did before. 

The replies to question 3 indicate that the quantity of work 

done is greater. This may e xplain why som e pupils in the 

new a djustment to school work did a poorer quality of work 

at first, but soon rapidly improved. 

Yes No Among certain 
pupils. 

4. Is there an attitude devel
oped to be in the first rank, sec
tion, or group" of the class? 9 0 1 

5. Is there an ideal of work 
developed not to fall below one.1  s 
standard,rank, or group?--— — 8 0 

6. Is there an ambition, devel
oped in some, t o secure special pro
motion or a transfer into the next 
higher section or group? 8 0 l  
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The number of replies to the above three ques

tions show a most desirable effect of the tests upon n ormal 

children. The teachers practically as a whole are agreed 

that since the classification: a positive attitude has been 

developed to be in the highest group of the claws and not to 

fall below one's present rank or group. One teacher believes 

that this attitude has been developed among only certain pu

pils or groups. But, nevertheless, the replies indicate 

that this attitude is developed, which, no doubt is the ex

planation, for the better quality and greater quantity of 

work produced by children of normal intelligence. 

III.- Effects on retarded children. 

1. How h as the work been adapted to them? 

Replies of the teachers: 

1. "There needs have been studied and the work ap
plied to them." 

2. "By g iving work that appeals to their interests." 

3. "By appealing to their every day life-problems." 

4. "More individual work." 

5. "Methods more objective and concrete. Problems 
given that are related to the child's experiences and home 
life."' 

6. "Simpler explanations applied as nearly as poss
ible to experiences of individual pupils.11  

7. "Subject matter is given in a much, simpler form."* 

8. "Quality of work less than that for the standard." 
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9* "Quantity of work less than that for the standard." 

10* "Less exacting demands are made of them."' 

11*. "Meth ods are simplified." 

12* "By outlining the subject and teaching only the main 
points- of the lesson." 

13. "By using objects and graphic illustrations more." 

14. By using memory rather than developing the reasoning 
powers. 

15. "Much c oncrete work." 

16. "More drill on fundamentals." 

17* "In English by the use of short simple stories, which 
are first read, then told, and finally reproduced in the 
form of written composition*" 

18* "History projects less developed." 

19. "In written work form and accuracy of sentence struc
ture and spelling are emphasized. Only the most common e rr
ors of speech or writing are corrected." 

20* "In making assignments, leading ideas in lesson are 
pointed out, attempting to develop the idea of cause and ef
fect*" 

21. "Just the fundamentals are given."' 

22. "Simpler language and material.11  

23* "Quantity of work has been reduced." 

24* "By requiring little unsupervised study." 

Yes Fo 
2. Is there an improvement in the 

quality of school work? 9 0 

3. Is there an improvement in the 

quantity of school work? 1 3 

4. Is there an increase in interest 

and effort in school work? 8 1 
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The' most marked effects of the Junior high-

school reclassification are upon dull and retarded chil

dren. The large majority of the teachers believe that 

there has been a great improvement in the quality of school 

work. It is important to note that while dull children do 

a better quality of work they do not do a greater quanity 

of work. The results from this section of the questionaire 

are very similar to the results obtained in the comparative 

study of increase and decrease in grades made by dull chil

dren, Fig.37, page «. 

The fact that dull children make such a marked 

improvement in school work when they are grouped and the 

work is adapted to them, proves the value of grouping these 

children. 

Remarks: 

1. "A" be tter quality of work is produced." 

2. "Many pupils take part In discussions who 
were indifferent before. 

3. "The dull child from the good home does bett
er work." 

4. "There is little interest in school work shown 
in the retarded class, unless home surroundings are good." 

5. "Altho, more s chool work is done, indiffer
ence and lack of interest remain." 

6. "A sma ll proportion does not respond to any 
provision that is made for them."' 

7. "A few are ambitious: to rank high. l t :  
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8. "Develops self confidence in the individual*" 

9. "Group 4 has done much b etter work "by havin g 
children of approximately the same ability together." 

10* "Pupils of the ability of group 4 have been 
reached, which would have been impossible in a mixed g roup. 

11. "Dull pupils are willing to volunteer to ans
wer, and to ask questions about points in the lesson that 
are not clear, when bfight pupils are not in their classes. 

12. "Develops group rivalry." 

IV. In your judgment what have been the effects of the use 

of these tests upon general school spirit and interest? 

1. A d esire to be in the higher groups has been 

created. 

2. Subject presentation is much si mplified. 

3. Some children who are placed in a low group give 

up trying to do any thing. 

4. Children realize that a higher standard of work 

if expected of them to keep up w ith their division. 

5. Dull pupils are more expressive. 

6. Bright pupils desire to excell. 

7. Dull pupils are less self-conscious., and perhaps 

slightly more interested. 

8. Bright pupils show more self-esteem, but strive 

to maintain their standard. 

9. Retarded pupils, who formerly sat sleepily, now 

attempt to recite 

10. Rivalry has been established between certain 

groups of students. 
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11* Better work has been secured thru the adapta

tion of work to the various abilities of the groups. 

12. Individual and group rivalry over-balances 

school spirit. 

V• As far as you have been able to judge have the results 

upon c hildren of special promotion been: 
No.of Replies 

1. Beneficial or desirable 2 

2. Disadvantageous or undesirable——— 1 

3.. Desirable when p upil has the informa
tional background to carry the work 
in the higher, group ——- 1 

4. Advantages and disadvantages balance 

5. Number of teachers not answering 6 

The Junior high-school teachers according to 

the above replies are in doubt as to the benefits or desira

ble effects of the tests upon children of special promotion. 

Yet in answering ohe cue scions relating to the effects of 

the tests on origivt. c hildren, they are for the most part 

agreed that such children do both a better quality and a 

greater quantity of work. No teacher considered that either 

the quality or quantity of work done by bright children was 

poorer than it was before the reclassification. This incon

sistency indicates that there is not a prejudice in favor of 

the mental tests, and that the replies given to the whole 

questional re are not exaggerated, but if anything, are an 
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underestimation of the effects of the tests. 

Summary of the Teachers' Judgments Goncerning the Effects of 

the Otis Tests on Junior High-school Children: 

The "bright children do "both a "better quality and 

a greater quantity, of work.- Ks  a group these children are 

not satisfied with their present attainments, but are anxious 

to do better work and to be in the highest groups of their 

classes. The reclassification, has caused a spirit of rival

ry to be developed which has made school work more interest

ing and the task of the teacher somewhat lighter „ 

The normal children are only partly conscious of 

the purpose of the tests: but the classification has caused 

them to do both a better quality and a greater quantity of 

work. The majority of normal children are anxious to re

ceive special promotions, and are thus keenly motivated to 

do a better quality of work. 

The dull children have not realized the meaning 

of the tests, and their greater interest and better quality 

of school work is due, largely, to their being classified 

according to ability. In the two above groups the subject

ive effects of the tests partly explains the better school 

work, but in the dull group all the desirable effects have 

been a result of the reclassification and the adaptation of 

work. The replies show that dull children do a better quali
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ty of work "but not a greater quantity of work, and are more 

highly interested in their work. 

The effects of the classification upon Junior 

high-school pupils as a whole are: greater interest, better 

work, in some groups a greater quantity of work, higher 

ideals of school work and achievement, and a greater self-

realization. 

The Otis group test has proved valuable as a 

classification device to both the grade schools and the 

Junior high-school in (1) grouping children according to 

ability, (2) in securing a better adaptation, of school work 

to individuals and groups of children, (3) in setting up 

higher ideals of school achievement, (4) in causing an equal 

or better quality of work to be produced, and (5) in devel

oping a positive, progressive, and cheerful school spirit, 

which is fundamental in a successful, democratic school 

system. 
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A Comparative Summary of the Grade and Junior High-

school Teachers* Judgments Concerning the Effect of the Re

classification. 

1. Effects on_ the Bright Children. 

The grade teachers are about equally divided as 

to whether the quality and quantity of work done are equal 

to or better than they were before, while the majority of 

the Junior High-school teachers believe that both quality and 

quantity of work are better than they were before. None of 

the teachers believe that either quality or quantity of work 

is poorer after the classification. 

Practically all the teachers believe that the 

bright children have been stimulated to be in the highest 

rank or group of their classes and not to fall below their 

present attainments. 

The majority of both groups of teachers believe 

that a conscious spirit of rivalry is developed among the sec

tions and groups, while a few teachers believe that the rival

ry exists only among the more ambitious students, and those 

in the two upper groups of each grade. 

All the teachers believe that the reclassification 

has greatly simplified the problems of discipline of bright 

children. The bright child is given work equal to his abil

ity and as a result causes no trouble in the school system. 
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2. The Effects upon Formal Children* 

Both Grade and Jr.Ii* 3. teachers are agreed that 

these children are only partly conscious of the purpose and 

use of the tests in placing and promoting those of their own 

group * 

The g rade teachers are equally divided in saying 

that. both, the quality and the quantity of work a re equal to 

and better than they were before, while the majority of Jun

ior High-school teachers say that both quality and quantity 

of work are better after the classification. Hone of these 

teachers consider either the quality or quantity of work 

poorer than it was previously* 

All the teachers are agreed as to the exceeding

ly great value of the subjective effects of the reclassi

fication*. Both grade and Junior high-school children strive 

to get into the higher groups of their classes, to maintain 

their standards, and to secure special promotions. 

3, Effects upon the Retarded Children. 

The teachers in both the grade and Junior high-

schools have used many devices in differentiating and adapting 

school work to the abilities and interests of dull children* 

This has resulted in a great improvement in the quality of 

school work with a corresponding improvement in interest and 

effect in school work. The teachers, practically as a whole, 

believe that dull children do a better quality of work and 
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have a greater interest in their work. Ag to the quantity 

ot work done the Junior High-school teachers say there is no 

improvement, while the majority of the grade teachers say 

that there is. 

4. Effects upon the General School Spirit and Interest. 

All of the replies show that the effect of the 

reclassification upon s chool interest and spirit, have been 

remarkable. All classes of students do better work, are 

more interested in their work, and work wi th real motives. 

School work has ceased being uninteresting and has a new 

meaning to all children. With the adaptation of work e very 

child can achieve more nearly up to the limit of his abil

ity, and can make progress that otherwise would have been 

impossible. The subjective effects of the reclassification 

have been exceedingly desirable in creating enthusiasm, 

rivalry, and increased interest and effort in school work. 

None of the teachers deny the positive effects 

of the reclassification upon the school system, and all are 

agreed that it has been successful. 

5. The grade teachers as a whole, say that the results of 

spe cial promotion upon the children have been beneficial; 

while the Junior high-school teachers are widely divided as 

to the value of the special promotions to bright children. 

The replies of the Gunior High-school teachers indicate 
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prejudices since they are inconsistent with all their fore

going replies in the questionair e. 

This summary shows that with few exceptions, the 

judgments 01 the grade and Junior high—school teachers as to 

the effects of the reclassification are very similar. Ac

cording to these judgments a ll groups of students have been 

benefited. Some of the groups are able to do both a better 

quality and a, greater quantity of work, others are able to 

do a better quality of work, while all groups take a greater 

interest in their work. The general spirit of the school is 

more a lert, progressive, and intelligent. The machinery of 

the school works more smoothly and a better school product 

has resulted. Educational aims have been better defined, 

with the result that school work h as been motivated and 

made vital to the child who has become the center of the 

school system. 

General Conclusion: The specific effects of 

the classification upon the school system have been positive 

and show that the Otis test has proved a valuable supervis

ory device in the Lawrence reclassification. Furthermore, 

children who were classified upon its basis did a better 

quality of school work a s was shown by both teachers1  marks 

and teachers* judgment. The better quality of school work 

produced thru-out the school system is an unquestionable 

profif that the Otis test is a much better basis for classi
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fication than the one formerly in use—that of teachers 

marks. 
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Chapter III, (Contv) 

IV* The Administration of the Otis Test and the General 

Effects of the Reclassification. 

The data given in this section of the chapter 

will be of value to school administrators interested in 

(1) the facility of the administration of the Otis Group 

Intelligence test and (2) the general effects of the re

classification of a school system upon its basis. 

The data are of significant value since they 

were obtained from (1) the principals, supervisors, and 

teachers in regard to the school spirit resulting from the 

reclassification; (2) the patrons of the school in regard 

to the value of the special promotions to. their children; 

and (3) the Superintendents judgment of the effects of the 

use of intelligence tests upon the school system in general. 

The Otis test was a dministered with marked f a

cility and success in the Lawrence schools. Thru careful 

administration the test was given with little or no opposi

tion from either teachers or patrons. This resulted fran a 

general understanding that the test was given in order that 

children might be better placed in the school system. Thru 

efficient supervision and co-opesation from all teachers the 

children as a whole were anxious to take the test and in no 

cases seemed to fear it .  Because of the atmosphere that 
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had been created,the test was easily given—thirty to forty 

children taking it at the same time. 

After all the tests were given and scored the 

I.Q.1  s were easily obtained from the Otis Norms; and upon 

them a s a basis the children were reclassified, In less than 

a month, t he whole procedure of testing and reclassifying was 

accomplished and school work was proceeding smoothly. That 

the administration of the new sys tem of classification has 

been effective and valuable to the school system is shown 

in the school spirit that was developed, the positive atti

tude of the community, and the judgment of the Superintend

ent and teachers. 

Group intelligence tests can be used easily and 

efficiently as a basis of classification: when they are ad

ministered intelligently, purposefully, and with the coopera

tion of the teaching force. 

General Effects of the Classification. 

1. School Spirit. 

The spirit that has been developed is construc

tive, progressive, and more intelligent as to the education

al objectives; to be attained. Pupils are more interested 

in their work and keenly desire to excell in order that they 

may be allowed to enter the higher groups or sections of their 

classes. The teachers do not need to give incentives to get 

the majority of their children to do good school work, for 
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a strong attitude has been developed not to fall below one's 

present attainments, but to excel them, if possible. 

Hot only do pupils take a greater interest in 

their work, but teachers are more anxious to adapt their 

instruction, to all classes of students and to achieve the 

educational objectives of the school. Special efforts have 

been successfully made in adapting school work to all groups, 

and in allowing pupils to progress as fast as their ability 

will warrant. In a number of cases individual tests have 

been given certain children and on the basis of these tests 

children have been permitted to advance according to their 

ability. The teachers have not only tried to secure a better 

quality and a higher standard of school work, but they have 

cooperated well in the reclassification of all pupils. 

The most significant effect of the reclassifica

tion has been upon pupil interest and achievement. All the 

data secured in regard to the quality and quantity of pupil 

work indicate that children do their school work more e arnest

ly, more purposefully, and more successfully. 

The attitude of the children toward the tests has 

been very satisfactory. The children did not fear the tests 

but rather enjoyed them. In a number of cases children were 

anxious to take the individual mental tests in order to be 

properly placed. 

Another effect of the tests upon school children 
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has been that it has produced a healthy spirit of rivalry 

between various students and between certain sections and 

groups of students*. The results have been more purposeful 

activity and greater achievements on the. p art of many p upils* 

To these pupils, work has become m otivated, interesting, and 

worth while* The spirit of "X do n1t care, just so X pass " 

has been very greatly decreased*. Achievement has taken 

the place of failure in the pupils* thinking. The s pirit 

of rivalry has made the task of the teacher easier, and has 

caused both pupils and teachers to enjoy school work more. 

Probably the most commendable effect of the tests 

upon the school spirit is that it has raised the standard 

of the educational ideal to be attained, and in this attain

ment has enlisted the best cooperation on the part of both 

pupils and teachers. Pupils as never before work toward 

the limits of their abilities, and make remarkable advances 

in the quality and quantity of school work done* 

2* Observed attitude of the Community. 

In order to make a study of the attitude of the 

community co ncerning the special promotions, a personal let

ter was sent out by Superintendent Kent to the parents of 

all the children who received special promotion* The pur

pose of the letter was to secure an expression from the 

parents concer ning their judgment of the special promotions* 
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A sample copy of this letter is given under B i n the ap

pendix,. 

Sixty—one replies to the letter were received 

Out 01 this number sixty very highly approved the special 

promotions, and believed them to be very beneficial in caus

ing their children to become mora m entally ai.ert and to do 

better school work. Only in one case did the parents feel 

that the special promotion, was not beneficial to their child 

The reason given, however, was that the child was ill at the 

time he was promoted and had to be out of school for some 

time afterward. 

The best method of discovering the attitude of 

the parents toward the special promotions is to read their 

replies. For this reason a summary of the outstanding and 

typical remarks of the parents are given. The interest of 

the parents in the tests is revealed in the following re

marks :  

"The special promotions have been beneficial, 

because of the incentive to work h arder." 

"Tie consider this beneficial and a step in the 

right direction. All children are not. born with the ability 

to acquire know!edge w ith the same degree of rapidity. The 

special promotions encourage the bright children." 

"Tie think the tests are a splendid thing. The re

sults- of the test give us a better insight into the mental 
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condition of our child and assists us to make changes in the 

home l ife and habits which will be beneficial to the child." 

"The promotion of our child has been a great 

help to him and has caused him to take a new interest in 

his school work*11  

"I believe the test is very good for it encour

ages the child to do better work." 

"We a re very much pleased with the work of our 

daughter since her special promotion. Her health has never 

been hurt, and the promotion was very beneficial, to her." 

"I am mu ch p leased with the special promotions. 

It has helped our child in every way." 

"The standard of work seems just suited to his 

ability." 

"I am in favor of this plan. If a child is able 

and can keep up his work I see no reason for holding him 

back for another." 

"I am he artily in favor of special promotions 

when the ability of the child is clearly demonstrated. It 

acted as a tonic to my d aughter and she has fairly bounded 

into greater mental and physical vigor." 

"It has caused our son to apply himself closer 

to his studies, and it has been beneficial to him for he is 

capable of doing the work." 

"The promotion was beneficial to our boy for he 
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has become ma rkedly interested in his work* Before the pro

motion he had too much idle time." 

"Our boy h as been getting better grades and do

ing better work since his promotion. Your intelligence test 

is aIright." 

"The promotion was beneficial in that it stirred 

his pride in achieving something extraordinary; and I observe 

an interest on his part in sustaining a high record. The pro

motions stimulate industry as well as ambition." 

"I have been pleased with the added interest our 

daughter has taken in her work and her keen ambition to make 

good." 

"I consider the promotion to be beneficial to 

our child for it supplied the ambit ion which she rather 

lacked 

"Our child is talcing a deeper interest in his 

work than he has ever done before* Am sorry tint the sys

tem o f special promotions Iras not been used in our city 

school in the past." 

"The promotion-was beneficial, for in former 

years our child was n ot advanced in his studies as rapidly 

as his ability permitted which resulted in loss of interest, 

the memorising of text books, and other undesirable results* 
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From th e foregoing replies one discovers that 

the patrons of the school are highly in favor of special 

promotions on the basis of intelligence tests. They a re 

anxious for their children to be placed where they can do 

their best work. The parents are greatly pleased with the 

special promotions for they have caused their children to 

become more highly interested in school work, to do better 

work, and to maintain their standards• The tests have suc

ceeded in arousing and stimulating certain bright children, 

who s eemingly had entered a state of mental lethargy, be

cause of the small amount of effort required to do satis

factory class work. Parents of such children are, espec

ially, glad for the desirable effects of the promotion up

on their children. 

The conclusion can be drawn that the special 

promotions are favored by the parents, and that they will 

cooperate with the schools in the new system of classifica

tion. 

3. The following section gives the Superintendent's 

estimate of the effects of the use of intelligence tests up

on the school system in general;. 

The' effects of the use of intelligence tests upon 

the school system in general are, as far as I have been able 

to judge; 
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1. They have made clear to the teaching staff 

the existence of the problem of individual differences and 

have resulted in the teaching corps giving explicit, recog

nition to the existence of the problem as such. 

2. This has resulted in a desire on the part of 

the teachers to arrive at a more nearly satisfactory solution 

of the problem. 

3. This, in turn, has caused the large majority 

of teachers to be more w illing to accept professional direc

tion in supervision. 

4. There has been a marked response of support 

from the group of patrons who have felt in the past that the 

schools were doing nothing for the bright pupils. 

5. There has been a recognizable improvement in 

a more intelligent, efficient organization and administra

tion of the curriculum both by supervisory officers and by 

teachers. 

6. In brief, the effect seems to have been to 

make the workers in the public schools realize more keenly 

the nature of the problem of instruction and to work more 

zealously to solve that, problem and thereby cause the schools 

to realize more fully the objectives of educational effort. 

4. Conclusions: 

The general effects of the classification upon 
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the school system have been (1) the development of school 

spirit, loyalty, and cooperation to a greater degree: (2) 

an improvement in the attitude toward school work, which 

has resulted in children doing their work more happily, 

easily, and- successfully; and (30 higher standards of school 

achievement which has caused both pupils and teachers to 

strive harder to produce a better quality of school pro-

due t .  

The cooperation of parents can be easily secured 

if group test results are used, w isely. When pa trons under

stand the real purpose of the new system of classification 

in better placing their children and in securing better 

work from them, they are highly in favor of the system and 

cooperate in making it successful• In the Lawrence schools 

the parents were highly pleased with the classification, 

and the administration of the new s ystem has net with marked 

wuccess in the community. 

The effects of the use of intelligence tests (1) 

in making the teachers clearly conscious of the problem of 

individual differences and anxious to arrive at a more satis

factory solution of the problem and to accept professional 

direction; (2) in establishing a more efficient organiza

tion and administration of the curriculum both by the super

visory and teaching staff; and (3) in making the workers in 
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the public schools realize more keenly the nature of the prob

lem of instruction and to work more zealously to solve that 

problem, all of which are pointed out by the Superintendent, 

prove the value of such a system of classification and well 

warrants its adoption. 

In brief, the grouping of Lawrence s chool 

children on the basis of ability has met with marked success 

and has proved valuable to the school system. No school 

administration need fear classification on the basis of in

telligence tests "lien once the co-operation of supervisors 

and teachers is secured, and a right understanding of the 

purpose of the reclassification is made prevalent. These 

two requisites make the administration of the system a suc

cess and further increase the valuable effects of the re

classification. 
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Chapter III (Cont.) 

Summary and Conclusions. 

1.  The Results Obtained from the Otis Testing in the 

Lawrenc e Sch o ols 

a.  62 per cent of the enrollment frcm the 4th grade 

to the senior high-school had intelligence quotients 

above 90; 13.93 per cent had I.Q.*s  be tween  80 and 

90; 7.96 per cent between 70 and 80 and 16.51 per 

cent had I.Q.»s below 70. 

b. The Jr.H.S. distribution of I .Q.*s is markedly 

skewed  at the high end. 

c.  All the I .Q. distributions by schools, with the 

exception of the Wood lawn and Lincoln, schools, are 

skewed at the upper end of the curve. The two ex

ceptions are markedly skewed at the low end of the 

curve. 

d. Poor results were obtained from the test in the 4th 

grade. These results were not used as a basis of 

classification since a large percentage of children 

made I.Q.1s below 70 or had mental ages below 8. 

e. Very poor results were obtained from the Negro 

children. 75 per cent of them made I .Q. 's below 70. 

The test results show that these children did not do 

nearly as well as White children in the same group 

intelligence test .  
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f.  The Otis results show that the youngest children 

chronologic l ly, make the highest intelligence scores. 

The retardation chart shows that the olden a child 

is and the greater his retardation, the lower his 

intelligence score. The correlation of I .Q.'s and 

chronological age jnong children of any given grade 

is negative. 

g* The retardation chart further shows that in three 

of the grades the retardation is as great as the ac

celeration and in two grades i t  is greater. 

The Lawrence experiment in scientific classifica

tion of pupils will no doubt greatly aid in solving her re

tardation problem. 

2. The Immediate Effects of the Reclassification. 

a.  A g reater similarity of mental ages was secured 

in all  classes affected by the special promotions. The de

crease in the range of mental age in classes was 25 to 50 per 

cent of the total range. 

b. After the reclassification the large majority of 

children in each I  .Q,.group, with the exception of one, both 

in the grade and Junior high-schools made from 0 to 30 per

cent increases in their grades, while the range of increase 

was as high as 150 per cent. Since the increase in grades 

was general and the majority of children in each ability 
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group, with one exception, in both types of schools re

ceived higher marks, the one apparent explanation is that 

after children are classified according to ability they do 

a better quality of school work. 

c.  The value of the Otis Group test as a classifica

tion device is indicated since the majority of children thru 

out the school system did better work as shown by the high

er marks received after the reclassification. 

3. The Specific Effects of the Reclassification, Based 

on Teachers'  Judgment• 

Effects in the Grade Schools. 

a.  Superior and norma 1 children do an equal if not: 

a better quality and quantity of school work. (The teach

er 's judgments were equally divided on this point.) 

b. Retarded children shew marked improvement in both 

quality and the quantity of work. 

c.  All three groups of children are more interested 

in their work. Formal and superior children strive to do a 

better quality of work, in order that they may be trans

ferred into the higher groups and sections of their classes. 

d. The reclassification on the basis of the tests has 

had strong suggestive effects to the superior and normal 

children, but not to dull children. 

e.  Rivalry has developed among the higher sections and 
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groups, and problems of discipline have become simplified, 

f .  Differentiation and adaptation of school work to 

all  classes have been made possible. 

g. The grade teachers as a whole believe the reclassi

fication has been beneficial to all  classes of children and 

to the general working of the school system. 

Effects in the Junior High School. 

a.  Both superior and normal children do a better quali

ty and a greater quantity of work, 

b• Retarded children do a better quality but not a 

greater quantity of work. 

c.  Both normal and superior children have been moti

vated by higher ideals of work, and have been stimulated to 

secure special promotions and transfers into higher sections 

of classes. 

d. School work has been adapted to each group with the 

result that all  children are more interested in their work 

and do a better quality of work. 

General Conclusion: Since all  the specific effects 

of the reclassification for both Grade and Junior High Schools 

have been highly desirable and beneficial to the school sys

tem, the Otis Group test is shown to be a valuable super

visory device in classifying a school system. 

4. The Effect of the Classification upon,the School 

System in General.  
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A. Effect on School Spirit .  

1. On the part of teachers i t  is more progressive and 

intelligent as to the educational objectives to be at

tained; and further a greater spirit  of cooperation has 

been developed between supervisors and teachers in at

taining the higher educational standards, 

2..  Among a large number of children a healthy spirit  

of r ivalry has been developed. 

3. Among all  children a greater spirit  of interest in 

school work has been developed, 

4. The general school atmosphere is positive and pro

gressive, and is motivated by higher ideals of work and 

greater achievement. 

5. The general school system works more smoothly. All 

groups of children v/ork more effectively as units since 

work has been adapted to their various abilities. Prob

lems of discipline have also been solved, giving the 

teachers* time more to the production of a better school 

product. 

Attitude of Parents Tcward the Reclassification. 

1. Parents favor the special promoticns and are greatly 

interested in what the school is doing for their chil

dren* 

2. Parents have directly cooperated in some instances 

in securing a better grade placement of their child. 
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3. Little opposition, has occurred, and that which has 

occurred is a result of a misunderstanding of the sys

tem of classification. 

4. The at titude of the community as a whole is highly 

in favor of classification of children according to 

ability. 

G. The Superintendent's Estimate• 

The effects of the tests upon the school system 

has been germane in causing teachers to define their educa

tional objectives more clearly and to realize to a greater 

extent the problem of individual differences,—the result 

being that a higher standard of school work is established, 

and a better quality of school product is achieved. 

Conclusions Concerning the Reliability of the Otis 

Test as a Qlassification Device. 

All the data of this chapter prove that the 

Otis test can be used as a reliable basis for classification 

for all  children above the 4th grade for: 

1. The majority of the Lawrence children after the 

reclassification on the basis of the Otis test results did 

a better quality of work as indicated by significant in

creases in teachers'  marks. That the higher marks received 

after the classification are indices of a better quality of 
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school work is proved by the outstanding fact that they 

were not confined to (1) specific teachers, (2) to specific 

groups of children, (3) to specific schools, and (4) to eith

er the grade school or the Junior high school children,- but 

they were received by children of all  types of ability thru 

out the school system. 

Furthermore, that the higher marks represent a 

better quality of school work is proved by the replies of 

the teachers to the questionaire. The Junior High School 

teachers, as a whole, were agreed thit all  children-super

ior, normal, retarded--did a better quality of school work 

after the reclassification. Half of the grade teachers 

say that superior and normal children did a better quality 

of work while the other half were agreed that the quality was 

equal to that which i t  had been previously, while all  grade 

teachers were agreed that the retarded children made improve

ment in quality of work. The higher marks given by the teach

ers and their judgments in the questionaire are consistent 

that the Lawrence children did a better quality of work after 

the reclassification. 

The fact that a better quality of work resulted 

thru out the school system after the reclassification proves 

that the Otis test furnishes a reliable basis for the classi

fication of a school system. 

The Otis test is a reliable basis for classifica

tion for;.  
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2. Upon i ts results children were so successfully grouped 

according to ability, that teachers had l it t le difficulty 

to differentiate and adapt school work to each type of abil

ity #  Furthermore, the greater interest manifested by all  

children in their school work proves that they were better 

grouped, and that the adaptation of work was effective. 

3• Finally the Otis test may be considered as a reliable 

basis for classification since all  the effects of the Law

rence reclassification have been highly desirable, benefic

ial,  and satisfactory to all  concerned—to pupils and teach

ers, as well as to parents. 
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Chapter ITT 

The Degree of Reliability With Which the Otis 

Group Intelligence Tests Can Be Used. 

The reliability of certain individual intelli

gence tests has been established, and their supervisory 

value has been well demonstrated by the successful experi

ments of Drs. Term an, Whipple, and other. Altho indi

vidual tests are the most reliable tests that can be used, 

yet they are impracticable when large numbers of children 

are to be tested. If i t  can be shorn that group tests suc

ceed in grouping children according to ability, and are 

fairly reliable when correlated with individual test re

sults,  their supervisory value will be established. 

The degree of reliability of the Otis group test 

is well shown by the results obtained from its use in Law

rence. Its degree of reliability was shown in three ways: 

First,  by the relation between intelligence quotients and 

school failures;,  second, by the percent of children receiv

ing special promotion, that failed; and third, by its corre

lation with the Stanford Revision of the Bluet test.  

1. The relation between intelligence quotients and 

school fallures• 

Tables V an d VI show that there is a high posi

tive correlation between low intelligence quotients and 
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school failures. This fact indicates. that the Otis test 

has succeeded in grouping the Lawrence children according 

to ability, for the greatest number of failures occurred in 

the groups of children that had low intelligence quotients. 

and the fewest in the higher I  .Q. groups, while none failed 

whose I.Q.1s were above 140. 

TABLB V . 

The Relation Between I .Q. 's and Failures for the 
First Semester 1919 of 397 Junior High School 

Students * 

ilnteliigence T KcTof :  Ho. of r PercentageT 
t  quotients :  Children :  Failures :.of Failures:.  

Below 70 

70—80 

80-90 

90-110 

110-1SO 

120-140 

Above 1 40 
Total 397 12 5T0 

Below 90 125 8 6.5 

Above 90 274 4 1,4 

1. In the above table i t  may be seen that while 6.5 per 

cent of the children failed whose I .Q.. *s were below 90?  only 

do 1 4 

ol 1 3. a  

67 6 9 

108 2 1.8 

4 o 1 2, o 

74. 1 1.3 

49 0 0.0 
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o.4 per cent failed whose I .Q.'s were above 90. Thus prac

tically five times as many c hildren failed whose I .Q.'s were 

below 90 as the number whose I .Q. 's were above 90. The 

table si so shows that over six times as large a percentage 

of failures occurred in the group whose I .  Q.'  s were between 

80 and 90 as occur in the four upper groups^ or in the 

group s whose I .Q.*s were above 90. It  is significant to 

note that only 1.3 per cent failed whose I .Q.'s ranged from 

120 to 140 and none failed whose I.Q.'s were above 140* 

TABLE V I. 
Relation Between I .Q. ls and Failures for the First 
Semester 1919 of 472 Grade School children above the 

4th Grade 
Intelligence- No .of No of Percentage of 
Quotients: Children. Failures- Failures. 

Below 70 119 20 16.8 

70-80 48 4 8.3 

80-90 71 6 8.4 

90-110 167 4 2.39 

110-120 68 1 1.47 

120-140 72 3 4.1 

Above 140 27 0 0.0 

To tal 472 38 8.0 

Table VT more strikingly shows the relation. 

between I.Q.1s and failures than table V. 16.8 per cent 
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of the pupils whose I .Q. !s were below 70 failed. A slightly* 

larger per cent failed in each of the I.Q.groups from 70 to 80 

and from 80 to 90 than the total per cent that failed in all  

the grades above the fourth. As the table shows, the large 

majority of failures come from children whose I.Q.8s were 

below 90. Both tables show that only a comparatively small 

per cent of children failed who had I .Q.1s of 90 and above. 

Tills high correlation between Otis I .  Q_. *s and 

failures: proves fairly well the reliability with which the 

test can be used in grouping children according to ability. 

2* Table VII shows the per cent of failures of the 

children who received special promotion. The table shov/s 

the number of special promotions in each school and the per

cent that failed. 

Of the grand total of special promotions of chil

dren enrolled above the third grade only 5.1 per cent failed. 

This means that 95 per cent of the children receiving special 

promotion succeeded in being promoted regularly with the class 

at the end of the first semester. 

In thn Quincy school out of 36 special promotions 

none failed; at Pinckney 2 out of 25 failed; at Few York 1 

out of 8 failed; at McAllister 1 out of 4 failed; and at 

Cordley none of the five failed. 
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These results prove that the Otis test succeeds 

in picking out the children of very superior intelligence 

or those whose ability warrants special promotion. Since. 

95 per cent of the children who received special promotion 

made g ood, the Lawrence reclassification is justified and the 

value of the Otis test for supervision seems to be verified. 
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TABLE VII 

Showing the Per Cent of Students Receiving 
Special Promotion in November 1919 that 

Failed. 
r No.of special:Ho.of Fail-: .  % of 

Fame of School :: promotions t  ures, t  Failures 

Quinoy 
To JR High School 5 0 
6B to 6A 13 0 
5A to 6B 8 0 
5B to 5A" 4 0 
4A to 5B 2 0 
4B to 4A 4 0 

To tal— 36 0 0 

Pinckney 
To JR High School 2 0 
6B to 6A 4 
5A to 6B 5 
5B to 5A 8 
4A to 5B 2 
4B to 4A 4 

To tal-- 25 2 

i i 

CO
 

Hew Yor k 
To JR High School 1 0 
6B to 6A 6 0 
5B to 5A 1 1 

Total 8 1 12.55? 

McAllister 
Total 4 1 255? 

Oordley 
.Total 5 0 

o
 • 

o
 

Grand To tal.  78 4 5.15? 
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3. The reliability of the Otis test is further shown by 

its correlation with the Stanford Revision of the Binet 

test * 

Two correlations were made, one based upon the 

Otis and the Binet 1.Q.1s of 62. Lawrence Junior High school 

students, and the other upon I,Q.1s obtained from 92 grade 

school children. Figures 71 and 72 show the two correla

tions. The correlation for the Junior high-school children 

was .807 with a P.E. of .078, (Fig.71); while the coeffic

ient for the grade school children was .76 with a P.E. of 

.0296. Both correlations were made by the use of the 

Pearson formula. 

These coefficients of correlation between the 

Otis and the Binet I.Q.1s are markedly high. They meas

ure the reliability of the Otis test as used in Lawrence; 

and prove that the test can be used safely by supervisors as 

a grouping device.* 

4. Summary and Conelusion:-

The reliability of the Otis test as a group 

test is proved as far as the Lawrence experiment has demon

strated. This experiment only shows, however, the value of 

*The reliability of group tests has further been shown by 
the studies of G.E.Breece andP.H.Pyle of the University of 
Missouri.  L.W.Pressy has also discovered fairly marked corre
lation between the Primer Scale and the Binet scale. For 
further description of their experiments and results see div
ision «C" of the appendix. 
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the Otis test as a grouping device for children enrolled above 

the 4th grade* 

The degree of reliability of the Otis test as a 

supervisory device in grouping children is shorn by: 

1. The higher narks received by the children after they 

were reclassified or grouped according to mental age. 

2. The high correlation between I .  Q.'  s  and quality of 

school work. 

3. The high correlation between I.Q. 's and failures. 

4. The 95 per cent of children who received special 

promotion that,  made good* 

5* The high correlation between the Otis and the Binet 

I . Q . 1 s .  

The conclusion drawn from the above data is that 

the Otis test results may be used as a reliable basis for 

school classification and grade placement. 
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Chapter V. 

Summary a nd General Conclusion, 

The following conclusions are draw from the 

study co nc erning: 

I#. The sup ervisory value of the Otis Group Test as a classi

fication device # 

1# The Otis Test results give a reliable basis for the 

classification of children from the fifth to'  the eighth 

grade inclusive for; 

a# The Lawrence children of these grades when grouped 

or classified on i ts basis did (1) a better quality 

of school work,(2) took a greater interest in their 

work, and (3) in the most cases did a greater quan

tity of work# 

b, 95 per cent of the children who were given special 

promotion were placed correctly since they received 

regular promotions with the classes into which they 

were placed. Only 5 per cent of those who received 

special promotion failed# 

c. A h igh correlation was found to exist between Otis 

I.Q.1s and the quality of school work# 
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d. A h igh correlation was also found between Otis 

I.d."s and school failures. 

e.  Finally, a markedly high correlation was found 

between Otis and Binet I .  Q.1s from the Stanford 

Revision test. '  For grade school children this 

correlation was 76 with a P.E. of +.0296, for 

Junior high-school children i t  was .807 with a 

F.E, of ±-.078. 

2. As far as the Lawrence test results have shorn the 

Otis test is not adapted for grade 4. 

3. The Otis test is easily administered. With only a 

small amount of practice the regular teachers can give 

the test with the directions that are provided. Fur

thermore, the test is easily scored, and a school sys

tem can be classified upon i ts results,  in terms of 

either I.Q. or mental age, with l i t t le difficulty. 

4. As a result of the use of the test there has been a 

recognizable improvement in a more intell igent, effic

ient organization and administration of the curricu

lum both by supervisory officers and by teachers. 

5. The tests have made clear to the teaching staff the 

existence" of the problem of individual differences, 

and have resulted in the teaching corps giving explic

it  recognition to the existence of the problems as 

such • 
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6. The test has special supervisory value since the chil

dren do not fear but rather enjoy taking i t .  

7. By providing a reliable, basis for grade placement, the 

test results have enabled the Lawrence teachers to 

solve many perplexing disciplinary problems. 

8. All the above data secured in the Lawrence experiment 

are consistent in showing that the Otis test is a re

liable, satisfactory, easily administered, and valu

able, supervisory device in scientific classification .  

The- e ffect upon the Lawrence schools resulting from the 

reclassification on the Otis Test results.  

1. The immediate effects. 

a.  A greater similarity of mental ages within classes 

was secured, which enabled them to function more 

effectively as units.  

b. A better quality of school work was produced as 

shown (1) by the higher marks received by the ma

jority of pupils and (2) by the direct replies of 

teachers made in the questionaires * 

c.  A greater quantity of school work was produced by 

superior and normal children, and in some iin, 

by retarded children. 

2. The general effects• 

a.  A m ore progressive school spirit  was developed 
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which was dominated by keener interests and pur

poses .  

b. A healthy spirit  of rivalry was developed between 

the higher groups and sections of classes and be

tween certain individual pupils.  

c. The parents and patrons of the community have be

come more interested in the work of the schools and 

are pleased with the results of the reclassifica

tion. 

d. The child has been made the center of the school 

system—all school work being planned and organized 

with reference to his needs and ability. 

In brief,  both the specific and general effects of 

the reclassification show that the latter has been highly de

sirable and successful,  and that the Otis test proves to be 

a valuable supervisory device in school classification. 

III.  General Conclusions: 

1. The Otis test cannot be used for fine point testing 

but it  does succeed reasonably well in roughly group

ing children above the 4th grade according to men

tality .  

2. A s chool system should be classified upon the basis 

of mental age rather than upon the intelligence quo

tient for the latter is only a measure of relative 
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brightness while the former is a measure of mental 

maturity. Similarity of mental abili ty in clzjsas 

then is only guaranteed by securing a greater simil

arity of mental ages in such classes. 

3. The older a child is in a given grade the lower is 

his I.Q. Thus intell igence quotients and chronolog

ical ages are related inversely. 

4. Since i t  was shown that the youngest children in each 

grade made the highest intelligence scores, teachers 

can no longer use the old method of chronological age 

promotion without doing a great injustice to the chil

dren of superior intelligence, who are found to be 

the real retardates of the conventional lock-step 

school system. 

5. The problem of retardation of children of both low 

and high intelligence can largely be solved by group

ing all  children according to mental age, in order-

that they may progress, normally, according to ability. 

Tliis grouping of children on the basis of mental ma

turity, rather than on chronological age can be ac

complished only by the use of reliable intelligence 

tests,  either group or individual. 

6. The Lawrence experiment has proved the Otis Group 

Test to be a reliable basis for classifying and group



ing children according to mental maturity and as a 

result a helpful supervisory device in securing'a 

higher standard of school work and a more efficient,  

school system. 

7. Ho school system, today, can "be democratic, or highly 

efficient and successful unless such a classifica

tion device is used that i ts children are permitted 

to progress, normally, according to mental rather 

than chronological age. 

The classification of children according to mental 

capacity is the most significant administrative problem today. 

No child can do his best work in a class in v/hich the whole 

gamut or range of mentality exists.  The Lawrence experiment 

showed that the mental maturity within classes ranged from a 

mental age of below 8 to a mental age of 18..  Dr. Thorndike 

states that on. t he basis of psychological tests,  in a given 

class, "the variation is such that some pupils in the grade 

do four or five times as much work as others in a given time, 

or do the same amount with a far smaller proportion of errors, 

or do successfully tasks which others cannot master." Later 

experiments have shown that the performance ability at the 

upper end of the range was as much as ten times that at the 

lower end. All intelligence tests show the enormous differ

ences in intelligence whicxi obtains for any unselected group 



of children of a given age. 

The Otis test revealed that while the youngest 

child in the 4th grade, age 7, made an intelligence score of 

51, the oldest child in the grade, age 14 made a score of 26. 

In the fifth grade the youngest child, age 8, made a score 

of 81.6 while the oldest child in the grade, age 16, made a 

score of 13. Dr. Terman's experiments on the use of intelli

gence tests in the educational guidance of high school pupils 

reveal individual differences in mental ages of from 12 years 

8 months to 19 years, and in chronological age from 13 years 

1 month to 19 years three months. Further-more all  such ex

periments show, t hat in a given class that chronological age 

and mental maturity are related inversely. 

Such studies as these prove to school men that 

grade pie.cement cannot "be reliably made upon chronological 

age, or without reference to the mental ability of the school 

child. Investigations have shown, quoting from Dr. Terman 

that the resulting classification of children has been so far 

fiom successful that,  generally speaking, the lowest 20 or 25 

per cent of pupils in any grade belong mentally in a lower 

grade, and the highest 20 or 25 per cent in a higher grade. 

Only the middle 50 or 60 per cent are classified approximate

ly where they should be. Usually more than 15 per cent of 

pupils are at least two grades removed from the one in which 



they belong by mental age, Thorndike has pointed out that 

even in the most progressive cities the school population is 

not even approximately divided into groups of similar mental 

ability or capacity to do the work of the particular grade, 

This school problem which is every where preva

lent because of the wide range of individual diffdr,ences, 

challenges school administrators to classify their school 

systems upon the basis of intelligence tests.  Grade place

ment and grade promotion should be made on the basis of the 

child1s ability to meet the requirements of the next higher 

grade. This fact has been lost sight of in school room prac

tice, Dull children are usually found one to three grades 

above that warranted by their mentality; while bright chil

dren are generally found from one to three grades below the 

location where their mentality would place them. This con

dition reveals that ordinary teaching procedure does not de

tect and properly estimate mental ability, and that schools 

miserably fail  in grading children according to mentality. 

Children cannot be successfully classified on the 

basis of teachers* estimates of intelligence. Some schools 

today have the idea that their classification on the basis of 

teachers* judgment of intelligence is as reliable as the 

classifications made by the use of intelligence tests.  There 



are many fallacies in this assumption. First,  i t  has been 

shown that the intelligence of retarded children is usually 

over estimated by teachers, and that the intelligence of su

perior children is under-estimated. Second, even tho some 

teachers may detect superior ability, i t  is with reluctance 

that they promote the child. Third, intelligence has been 

judged by teachers on the basis of school performance rather 

than upon the grade in which the child ought, according to 

his chronological age, to be doing satisfactory work. In

telligence can be adequately judged only by the quality of 

work done in the grade that is normal to the child's age. 

Fourth, teachers are l ikely to err in judging the intelli

gence of children coming from the poorer homes, who, by the 

conditions of their environment are naturally timid and shy 

and cannot make the response or showing that the less intelli

gent children can, who are very talkative, cunning, and active. 

Fifth, teachers '  judgments of intelligence are not reliable 

because they have no standard for normal intelligence, and 

no scientific methods of judging intelligence..  

The day has come when objective mental testing 

is taking the place of the subjective estimates of teachers. 

To be of most value to both the child and the school these 

tests should be given to all  children upon their first en -

trance into the school. This early classification- on the 

basis of mentality is desirable in order that those children 



of marked ability may be selected for rapid advancement, and 

those of low grade mentality may be early segregated. In 

the past i t  has been the mentally defective child that has 

been given the intelligence test,  the special attention in 

ungraded rooms, and an undue amount of expenditure of talent 

time, and money. As Dr. Monroe has said: "The tendence in 

our schools is to devote more attention to the subnormal or 

the mediocre than to the supernormal." Group tests supple

mented by individual tests makes i t  possible for school ad

ministrators to place every child in the school system where 

his ability warrants. Uhen children are thus correctly 

placed and grouped school work can be more satisfactorily 

adapted to the needs of the pupil;  and as a result,  he can 

work more freely, happily, contentedly, and at a rate normal 

with his ability. 

The intelligence test by providing a scientific 

basis for grade placement will  also largely enable the super

visor to solve his retardation problem. Retardation, which 

is an alarming problem in many schools, can partly be ex

plained by the fact that children have not been placed where 

they can work with a maximum of efficiency. Children of 

unequal ability cannot work together successfully. Those of 

less ability become laggards in the class and as a result 

soon become retarded. The retardation of such children be

comes greater each successive year until  they drop out of 



school. This retardation can be materially lessened by group 

ing children in each grade according to ability; so that 

school work may be adapted to the various abilities. Such 

a procedure makes i t  possible for the less intelligent chil

dren to make normal age-grade progress in their group, and 

prevents the clogging of the lower grades with over-aged and 

dull pupils.  Furthermore, this prevents the holding back 

of superior children—the real retardates of the school, who 

have been found to be from two to four grades below that 

which their ability warrants. 

The democratic school system, today must classi

fy and group all  children according to mental maturity. The 

group intelligence test is the only device by which this can 

be effectively accomplished. This thesis has shown that the 

Otis Group Test,  which is only one of a number of excellent 

group tests today, has proved to be a reliable and very sat

isfactory basis for school classification; but only time can 

show the real results of the classification of the Lawrence 

schools on the basis of mental ability. However, the results 

of the reclassification that have become manifest at this 

early date, highly warrants the whole procedure, and indica 

the supervisory value of the Otis and other similar group 

tests to the school administrator. 
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VI, 

APPENDIXES 

A# Samples of returned questionnaires 

B. The Superintendent1  s letter to the patrons. 

C. Correlations between group and individual 

test results. .  
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Lawr ence > Kans as 
April 13, 1920-

To the teachers 

During the present year re have been trying a very impor
tant experiment, We are very anxious to secure all  the evidence 
possible on this experiment and ash your cooperation to the extent 
of answering as well as you can the questions listed below0  You 
are requested to have these answers in the hands of your principal 
not later than Friday, April 16th. / ,  ,  // y 

Z / / 
1 

EFFECTS OF OTIS INTELLIGENCE TESTS 

Effects on bright children. 
1. Is the quality of work done by these children fl) equal to, 

(2)better than, or (3) poorer than before? (Underscore for 
your answer) 

2. I s  t h e  quantity of work (1) equal to t  (20) greater than, or 
f3)less than before? 

3. Is there an attitude developed to be in the first rank, sec
tion or group of the class? (Be specific in describing atti tude) 
p̂l4s. z-0 <L3 (ĥ lo 

J {J /- / [) (J 
4. Is an ideal of work developed not to fall  below ones standard 

rank or group? Jf^y 
5. Is a conscious Spirit  of r ivalry developed among the sections 

or groups? '1 U^ lS  V 
6. Remarks (A&avanything not covered by the above which you think 

should he stated) 

II.  Effect on Formal Children. 
1. Are they conscious of the purpose and use of these tests in 

placing and promoting those of their own group? (Underscore 
one) Yes -  No -  Partly;.  - .  
Remarks. 3P*ytu^U3 ^mr 'Anltj ^u^tyy _ 

2.  What effects has the special promotions had upon (1) quality !  
of work, (2) quantity of work, and (3) attitude toward work. 
Note -  Put your answers to the above in thhe form Requested 
under 1,2.5 and 4 of the questions asked concerning bright 
children. ^ • . .  /> 

3.  Is there an ambition developed in some to secure special pro
motion or a transfer IMbothe next higher group or section? tpuiJ 



- 2 ~ 

40 Remarks. 

III.  Effect,on Retarded Children. 
1. How h as the^work "been adopted to^them? (Be,very specific) 

1# w siyuudj? js alq } ̂ a-slâ j-aa ĝ aaĉ ẑ ixa-̂  

z â caÎ x—&--^7 ^~/C 
aaj-{>-â d \juzu ô-̂ ĵsa am ûjla / 

3. ̂ yitiAZb^A •xJ/UA&A^Ld. 4 'LQ~ ~£y -Lt j^ tlM-ZZA^ 0-t'..-^J_^ a4CcJ~AtAe^i^ 

4. I -l 

2. Is there an improvement (1) in anal it  y, (20) in quantity of 
work dene? 

3= Is there an increase of (1) interest and (2) effect in 
school v;ork? H*aJ 

n  4 , Remarks. OutJo AT 
"fr> tv <2- ixjuz.ĉ f  ̂aa>-t~r~a "fujlt-w- 'olah€ji-dû .̂  v â aa\_j, " '̂ zhtlaaî â â ĵ 

%i2ŝ  '̂ 4̂ r i-.̂ A Ay aalaL̂  •?AĴ fx « f I 

IV. In your judgment what have been the effects of the use of these 
tests upon general school spirit  and interest? (Be specific) 

l. 
If .'3—V'̂ y I 6 ££*.-aJ s Ld  ̂ -azacâ a/ 

^ y^\ aaĵ ĵ jouuj 

rr OiffJLAu4/ l# Ir-Z'-Lf *2*y A J 

ojia<â ĉ z<t̂ â  A/ aa>~0-â jo 

4. (Z<yi*y{LZ>£Lihti '-^T n-? 
f *' 

V. As far as you have "been able to judge have the results upon 
children of spedial promotion been (1) beneficial or desirable 
or (2) disadvantageous or undesirable? $*{_, 
•"^Ll^K-/' ~jlaazaua. /V 

/-• 

Bote -  List the specific factors on which you base your 
judgment. 

tflczj ^̂ âcâ  ̂ ilcutm̂ -zĝ u <û \ £$ ôlĵ  

/^1â jlsy cxa-£a q̂ -alaal- <a.̂ £.aĤ  /<- '"t W-/4, 

âaal&ms fcX /"caalapl.̂  ̂



Lawrence, Kansas. 
April 13, 1920. 

the Teachers:-

During the present year we have been trying a very impor
tant experiment, We are fery anxious to secure all  the evidence 
possible on this experiment and ash your cooperation to the extent 
of answering as well as you can the questions l isted below® You 
are requested to have these answers in the hands of your principal 
not later than Friday, April 16th. 

EFFECTS OF OTIS INTELLIGENCE TES TS 

I.  Effects on bright children. 
1. -Is the quality of work done by these children (1) equal to, 

(2)better than, or (3) poorer than before? (Underscore for 
your answer) 

2. 

3. 
o f kjLol( *f ; y 

/first rank« sec- / C A^ /  
tion or group of the class? (Be specific in describing attitude", 

c*tm-
f 4. Is an ideal of work developed not to fall  below ones standard 

rank or group? • 
5. Is a conscious spirit  p.f r ivalry developed among the sections v  

or groups?5/^®* tb aXlut (i ;  ju/V ̂  (r * 
6. Remarks (Add anything not covered by tfche a bove whach you think 

should be stated} 

II.  Effect on Normal Children. 
1. Are they conscious of the purpose and use of these tests in 

placing and promoting those of their own grou-p? (Underscore ^ 
one) Yes r* No -  Partly. ^ J7 ? r  i  r  
Remarks. 

2. What effects has the special promotions had upon (1) quality 
of work, (2) quantity of Y:ork, and (5) attitude toward work. 
Note -  Put your answers to the above in tbhe form requested 
under 1,2,3 and 4 of the questions asked concerning bright 
children. 

/_ -
f / v . f 

~zv[6-IX- yyiaxxji nx-*xxxt 0̂ 

3. Is there in ambition developed in some to secure special pro
motion or a transfer imfbothe next higher group or section? 

1/  ̂ s . j c ^  jL'dLsCo / /  & tx y f ry '  i? 00 /QffL -
> / . t ^ ; / (*' 



f 

.  .  3-  ̂  
f? / 

'j tol̂ ĉ  

ft 
ĵ 4̂ c><yc~ 

•/ 

cuz/k̂  t 

. . .  v  

r j ., 
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4, Remarks. 

Effect on Retarded Children. 
1. How h as the work he en adopted to ithem? 

1 ha l̂slĉ a/it 

uytvl? ^ u V ,  /4~r £  
As far as you have been able to judge have the results upon 
children of spedial promotion heen (1) beneficial or desirable 
or (Z)  disadvantageous or undesirable? .  

Note -  List the specific factors on whicn you base your 
judgment. 



Lawrence, Kansas 
A^ril 13, 1920-

To the Teachers:-

Luring the present year we have been trying a very impor
tant experiment, V,e are fery anxious to secure all the evidence 
possible on this experiment and ash your cooperation to the extent 
of answering as well as you can the questions listed below0 You 
are requested to have these answers in the hands of your principal 
not later than Friday, April 16th. /Z /) > y 

-f-

EFFECTS OF OTIS INTELLIGELCE TESTS 

I. Effects on bright chiMren. 
1. Is the quality of work done by these children (1) equal ten, 

(2)better than, or (3) poorer than before? (Underscore for 
your answer) 

2. Is the quantity of work (1) equal to. (EQ> greater than, or 
^5)less than before? 

3. Is there an attitude developed to be in the first rank, sec
tion or group of the class? (Be specific in describing attitude', 

4. Is an ideal of work developed not to fall below ones standard 
rank or group? \\jub. 

5. Is a conscious spirit of rivalry developed among the sections 
or groups? . 1 

6. Remarks (Add anything not covered by the above which you think 
should be stated) 

II. Effect on Normal Children. 
1. Are they conscious of the purpose and use of these tests in 

placing and promoting those of their own group? (Underscore 
one) Yes - No - Partly. 
Remarks. ~ 

2. What effects has the special promotions had upon (1) quality 
of work, (2) quantity of work, and (3) attitude toward work. 
Note - Put your answers to the above in tbhe form requested 
under 1,2,3 and 4 of the questions asked concerning bright 

r^SlxA.XxJSLXiX • *_ WV-

3. Is there an ambition developed in some to secure special pro
motion or a transfer ihtbothe next higher group or section? 

cA nr\J nprv-M^ 9 . 



4„ Remarks. 

Effect on Retarded Children. 
la How h as the work been adopted to ^fchem? (Be very specific) 

1 e XSLA>-ULAJsr 6-^p 

2. ^rrrJC\^KAxx .akL ^^rvsiL!^. 

4, 53$ /OfrCrvw. • 

2, Is there an improvement (1) in cmality, (20) in quantity of 
work done? \\JAj9 

3, Is there an increase of (1) interest and (2) effect in 
school work? \^a>. 

4, Remarks. 
-%-<ja/Yv^ 9^j^p v̂Lrvu 3cv-v.r__ O^A» 2> a-S^, • 3-^\_c_->tJ2-

>sA- CXJYV A^US^>VJLJ*J^_SL. <^X^\SL)XA«3^ ->OW» 
In your judgment what have been the effects of the use of these 
tests upon general school spirit and interest? (Be specific) 

a. v '—' • - — — — — 

2. ^ ̂  Q^vnX 

3 . ̂ XJL*Aaj>0 ^ (ry^ (̂Ajkfy^-vfc rvJL. cSKl^AooWrvM^ 

As far as you have been able to Qudge have the results upon 
children of spedial promotion been (1) beneficial or desirable 
or (2) disadvantageous or undesirable? 

Note - List the specific factors on which you base your 
judgment. 

3 a iji\ a k l  i o. <Xrv\£\X -bAA- • 

\̂ %\six aA_ WkL_^J''^-Wl "iAAA^( 

>/VU ?fck-6- *̂1̂ - ̂ -fcHWvv- • 

if. ^ *•-&>- «Wi-rJ' 

k, djŷ jho, W 6-<a>O 

X 



Jit. H . S .  

Lawr enc e, Kans as 
April 13, 1920. 

To the Teachers 

During the present year we have been trying a very impor
tant experiment. We are tery anxious to secure all the evidence 
possible on this experiment and ash your cooperation to the extent 
of answering as well as you can the questions listed below. You 
are requested to have these answers in JS]k.Q h ands of your, principal 
not later than Friday, April 16th. 

EFFECTS OF OTIS INTELLIGENCE TESTS 

I. Effects on bright children. 
1. Is the quality of work done by these children (1) equal to, 

(2)better than, or (3) poorer than before? (Underscore for 
your answer) 

2. Is the quantity of work (1) equal to, (20) greater than, or 
(3)less than before? 

3. Ig there an attitude developed to be in the first rank, sec
tion or group of the class? (Be specifio in describing attitude' 

/Qjuĉ /vj Jy / )  

4. Is an ideal of work developed not to fall below ones standard 
rank or group? 

5. Is a conscious spirit of rivalry developed among the sections 
or groups? U-cu 

6. Bemarks (Add{'anything not covered "by tfc he above which you think 
should be stated) 

II. Effect on Normal Children. 
1. Are they conscious of the purpose and use of these tests in 

placing and promoting those of their own group? (Underscore 
one) Yes - Bo - Partly. 
Bemarks. 

2. What effects has the special promotions had upon (1) quality 
of work, (2) quantity of work, and (5) attitude toward work. 
Note - Put your answers to the above in tbhe form requested 
under 1,2,3 and 4 of the questions asked concerning bright 
children. 

3. I  

ias-<yJi tip  ̂ cn̂ jlsqj 

3. Is there an ambition developed in some to secure special pro
motion, or a transfer inibothe next higher group or section? [lui, 
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4, Remarks • 

Effect on Retarded Children. 
1. How h as the work been adopted to them? (Be very specific) 

) ft aus*a, /aĵ yxsjul , 
WA- , ^^X^lAa!U at\. ab-xyj%. 

<y j  m J^JU AUUA* 

^ ^ A mjuA^ oAJ^ JAU^ VMAd Aby^x* to xLsu^ 
lAAL o-y(vvA> (V^t^ IA^tva, UUI/XJLk^ic^r -S a -7^AAi_ J iloL St0\xJa xjl^PV 

<W/(^ WIP>iA. r-Fl'o . i . j vV, ihn li J ' , n 4. 

2. Is there an improvement (Jl) in quality, (20) in qm&ntity of 
work done? / ?U. 

(I D i 
3» Is there an increase of (1) interest and (2) effect in 

school work? 
/. Vul a s .  < 2 s .  Ipuj. 

Remarks^ JLuâ jvL̂ .oi^p^-4 

W"&jt "VO-tK.jX$ ,%>\jujjimj ijjto jû y- AAjL^J A -̂ ulaa Alâ amaq̂ _ jj~ CAjhJ 
Jijb >uvf XjLX...l_ AAl A. 

In your judgment what have been the effects of the use of these 
tests upon general school spirit and interest? (Be specific) 

1. 

2 .  

3. 

4. 

As far as you have been able to judge have the results upon 
children of spedial promotion been (1) beneficial or desirable 
or (2) disadvantageous or undesirable? 

Rote - List the specific factors on which you base your 
judgment. - . 

g-wjuj lujy buus a h-jc. jA^VI V^ — xrŷ  

a \Ar ijuc<- /̂ ctvxaaAAz â > Ovl, bbuo JLcaJf qylajux̂ v̂  

*7 Y <aAa 



J r .  H -  S. 

Lawrence, Kansas, 
April 13, 1920. 

To the Teachers 

During the present year we have been trying a very impor
tant experiment. We are fery anxious to secure all the evidence 
possible on thi3 experiment and ash your cooperation to the extent 
of answering as well as you can the questions listed below* You 
are requested to have these answers in tJrfh hands of your principal 
not later than Friday, April 16th. 

EFFECTS OF OTIS INT ELM GEN CE TESTS 

I. Effects on bright children. 
1. Is the quality of work done by these children (1) equal to, 

(2)better than, or (3) poorer than before? (Underscore for 
youranswer) 

2. Is the quantity of work (1) equal to, (2(J) greater than, or 
(3) less than before? ' * 

3. Is there an attitude developed to be in the first rank, sec
tion or group of the class? (Be specific in describing attitude 

4. Is an ideal of work developed not to fall below ones standard 
rank or group? 

5. Is a conscious spirit of rivalry developed among the sections 
or groups? T^L ô 

6. Remarks (Add anything not covered by tbhe above which you think 
should be stated} 

II. Effect on Normal Children. 
1. Are they conscious of the purpose and use of these tests in 

placing and promoting those of their own group? (Underscore 
one) Yes - No - Partly. 
Remarks. 

2. What effects has the special promotions had upon (1) quality 
of work, (2) quantity of work, and (5) attitude toward work. 
Note - Put your answers to the above in ithe form requested 
under 1,2,3 and 4 of the questions asked concerning bright 

•'K-C.-vif  p 

3. Is there an ambition developed in some to secure special pro-^T^f7 

motion or a transfer imtbothe next higher group or section? 



- 2 -

4. Remarks. 

III.  Effect on Retarded Children. 
1. How h as^th© work "been adopted to them? (Be very specific 

1 • /-

f ̂  u<y&̂ x'̂ c t̂ l. • _ /> 
^ chests CX̂ ul £o 

2. Is there an improvement (1) in quality. (20) in quantity of 
work done? 

Is there an increase of .(21 
school work? -^» 

intejest^and (2) effect in 

4. Remarks.  ̂Ayŷ ŷ t. .*<? j<ẑ e*~cr£<s<AjLA. 
/ '-(- yo*̂ t ^ £ta/ & \ 

IV. In your judgment what have been the effects of the use of these 
tests upon general school spirit  and interest? (Be specific) 

1, CL**̂ msci ^ ^ */. 

3# (/̂ tŷ ĉ o »-v "l-<5x-<-h/~£as fl̂ x̂ ĉ e yia-

4. c-̂ ĉ̂ ŷ t̂ y' -̂ as-̂ tso s?̂ ? <? 
~~t» a*s - (/ 

As far as you have "been able to judge have the results upon 
children of spedial promotion been (1) beneficial or desirable 
or (2) disadvantageous or undesirable? 

Rote -  list  the specific factors on which you base your 
judgment. 



OFFICE OF 

THE BOARD OF EDUCATION 
LAWRENCE, KANSAS 

1 24-
April*12, 1920* 

To Parents and Patrons 

As you already 3mow vie have been giving the children 

in the public schools this year certain general intelligence 

tests,  largely on the basis of the results of these tests we 

have given certain children special promotions. Your child 

was one who received such a promotion. We are very anxious 

to know what the parents of the children so promoted think the 

results of this action have been. I  am t herefore asking you 

to answer the questions below. Add such remarks as you care 

to and return your answer either to me or to the teacher having 

your child in charge. I  assure you that we wish your frank 

statement in this matter and are asking i t  solely for the 

purpose of determining what the value of our procedure has been. 

As far as you have been able to judge have the results,  

of special promotions in the case of your child been (1) bene

ficial to the child or (2) nonbenefieial? (Underscore the word 

which you wish to be your answer), We should l ike you to be 

specific and state just what reasons you have in mind for making 

the above answer. 

Shanking you for your cooperation in this and in all  

other matters looking to the welfare of our schools and our 

children, I  remain 

Yours very trply, 

N.B. 
flease use back of the sheet for your answer. 



0- Correlations Between Group and Individual Test 

Results.  

Professors G.E.Breece and W.H.Pyle of the 

University of Missouri undertook a comparison of the results 

obtained by the use of the Yerkes-Bridges Point Scale with 

the results obtained by the use of standardized group tests.  

The sub jects. were 80 public school children. in grades four, 

five, and six. The correlation by the Pearson formula be

tween the group test rating and the Point Scale rating was. 

.619; P.E. .046. The correlation by the Spearman foot rule 

formula was ,84. The investigators are of the opinion, that 

"if the raw correlation by the Pearson formula is .619 and 

by the /Spearman formula .84, the true correlation between 

the two sets of. measurements is probably near unity." 

A second study of the validity of group test re

sults was made by L.W.Pressey for the Primer Scale. The co

efficients of correlation for each of three groups of chil

dren, calculated by the Pearson formula, are as follows 

64 children from a feeble-minded school -*-0.75 
148 cnil&run in primary grades +-o.oo 

57 unselected children 6 years of age 

Tiiw uOv-o aorrcknom ^xisted between scores derived from 

the Primer Scale and scores obtained by using the Binet Scale. 

Additional correlations made for each of the four tests with 



the Binet ratings are as follows: 0*53; 0.45; 0.42; 0.47. 

Altho only a few studies have appeared so far 

concerning the reliability of group tests,  yet the present 

indications are that a high correlation exists between the 

two types of mental tests.  With further perfection of group 

tests,  which is bound to result from their wide use and from 

careful experimenting with them, school administrators may 

be assured that certain group tests may be safely used for 

general problems of a supervisory nature. 
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